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Heeding the Call: Making Sustainability a
Matter of Pennsylvania Law
Nancy P. Spyke*
I.

Introduction

Sustainable development, a concept that emerged in 1987 and was
globally endorsed at the 1992 Earth Summit, has largely been avoided by
the law. The law's delay in assimilating policies of sustainability is
frustrating. William Futrell, former president of the Environmental Law
Institute and the Sierra Club, expressed his exasperation at the failure of
the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development to address legal
institutions by dubbing the conference "the World Summit of Sustained
Denial."' While many global, national, state, and local efforts embrace
sustainability, 2 very few comprehensive legal reforms attempt to
integrate economic, environmental, and social concerns at all decisionmaking levels of government. The United States has moved very slowly3
in this regard, and at this time has no plan or strategy for sustainability.
A few states are making headway, but it is fair to say that the move
toward sustainable development has been largely one of fits and starts.
Pennsylvania's sustainability experience has been both considerable
*
Associate Professor, Duquesne University Law School. I wish to thank Dean
Nicholas P. Cafardi for his support of my scholarship; Donald Brown and Kathi Beratan,
two of my colleagues at the Pennsylvania Consortium for Interdisciplinary
Environmental Policy, whose expertise and enthusiasm have deepened my interest in
sustainability; and Mary S. Wyatte, Chief Counsel for Pennsylvania's Independent
Regulatory Review Commission, for generously giving her time to explain some of the

history and intricacies of IRRC practice.
1.

J.William Futrell, The Transition to Sustainable Development Law, 21 PACE

ENvTL. L. REv. 179, 180 (2003).
2. Thousands of municipal sustainable development plans exist in Germany;
hundreds exist in Italy, the United Kingdom, Spain, Sweden, Norway, South Korea, and
Japan. In contrast, as of 2002 there were only eighty-seven such plans in the United
States. See John C. Dernbach & Scott Bernstein, Pursuing Sustainable Communities:
Looking Back, Looking Forward,35 URB. LAW. 495, 503 (2003).
3. See id. at 505; see also John C. Dernbach, Making Sustainable Development
Happen: From Johannesburgto Albany, 8 ALB. L. ENVTL. OUTLOOK J. 173, 182 (2004)
[hereinafter Making SustainableDevelopment Happen].
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and diverse, leaving little doubt that the state is ready to commit to a
sustainable future. This fact has not gone unnoticed; in a 2001 ranking
of states based on their capacity to achieve sustainability through
planning, the Commonwealth placed in the top third.4 Yet Pennsylvania
finds itself in the same predicament as the federal government, as it too
has failed to address the nature of legal institutions that will effectively
integrate the parameters of sustainable development.
Selecting adequate and workable legal tools for sustainability is
admittedly no simple task.
Even a cursory examination of the
scholarship that addresses law and sustainability leads one to ask,
"Where do we begin?" not to mention, "Where does it end?" Settling
upon a legal entry point seems truly daunting. But two of the many
important themes that emerge from the scholarship offer some relief.
First, sustainable development does not require a legal revolution to
further its policies; rather, the law can incrementally address
sustainability through a process of evolution 5 that likely will be marked
by trial and error.6 Second, numerous actors will play decidedly different
roles in the quest for sustainability, suggesting that no one group or level
of government will have to shoulder a disproportionate share of the
burden.7 So perhaps one should not be too put off by the enormous (and
amorphous) scope of sustainability and the difficulties it imposes on the
law's response. For even though the development of sustainability law
in Pennsylvania will require policy makers to confront a seemingly
unmanageable degree of uncertainty, there must be a beginning. And
whatever that beginning may be, it should be recognized as one step in a
process that will continue for some time, and that will involve a crosssection of the state's decision makers.
This article proposes an entry point for Pennsylvania's legal
response to sustainability. Specifically, it suggests that an executive
order should build upon the work of Governor Ridge's Twenty-First
Century Environment Commission and Governor Rendell's newly
instituted Economic Development Committee of the Cabinet by
mandating that the state and its executive agencies be guided by the
principles of sustainability, both in their internal operations and when
4. ERIC SIY ET AL., The State of the States: Assessing the Capacity of States to
Achieve Sustainable Development Through Green Planning, RESOURCE RENEWAL INST.,

app. A, tables 5-7 (2001), available at http://greenplans.rri.org/pdf/sos-full-report.pdf
(last visited Nov. 18, 2004) (noting Pennsylvania placed fourteenth overall in the
ranking).
5. See J. B. Ruhl, Taming the Suburban Amoeba in the Ecosystem Age: Some Do's
and Don'ts, 3-FALL WIDENER L. SYMP. J. 61, 63 (1998) [hereinafter Do's and Don'ts].
6. Kenneth L. Rosenbaum, The Challenge of Achieving Sustainable Development

Through Law, 27 ENVTL. L. REP. 10455 at *8 (1997).
7. See Do's and Don 'ts, supranote 5, at 69-70.
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drafting new regulations. Relying on procedures that were implemented
in response to Governor Ridge's Regulatory Basics Initiative, the
executive order should institute a pre-drafting sustainability analysis for
all new regulations to be reviewed by the Governor's Policy Office.
Each analysis should include supportable statements to the effect that the
social and environmental consequences of the proposed rule, in addition
to its economic impacts, have been considered and reconciled in a
manner that best serves the goals of sustainability. To ensure that
sustainable regulatory review is accomplished in the most permanent and
efficient manner, the executive order should be paired with a legislative
strategy to amend the Regulatory Review Act to require the Independent
Regulatory Review Commission to widen its scope of review to ensure
that all agency rules further the goals of sustainable development.
This approach is appealing for a number of reasons, one of the most
important being its attention to the two aforementioned themes. The
proposal would begin an evolution in Pennsylvania law rather than a
revolution, by building upon important groundwork that is already
complete, and by supplementing existing law as opposed to reinventing
the state's regulatory review process altogether. Further, by initially
targeting the activities of the state's administrative complex, the proposal
will engage a wide range of private and public actors in the sustainable
development process. In addition, as will be shown, the proposal pays
respect to a number of the thoughtful suggestions offered by scholars
from various disciplines who continue to define the contours of
sustainable development and the law that will help bring it to fruition.
In the pages that follow, this article will describe the emergence and
growth of sustainable development at the global, national, state and local
levels and in Pennsylvania. The general challenges posed by the
comprehensive nature of sustainability and the specific difficulties facing
those who seek to bring sustainability to Pennsylvania will also be
discussed. Attention will then turn to the law of sustainability, ultimately
focusing on executive orders and regulatory reform as ways to give birth
to sustainability law. Finally, a proposal for Pennsylvania will be
presented along with the thesis that, given Pennsylvania's existing legal
framework, the executive order and regulatory reform approach is both
practical and effective.
II.

Sustainability's History: Refinement and Response

The near fifteen-year history of sustainable development has been
marked by three international conferences: the 1987 United Nations
World Commission on Environment and Development, which is credited
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with introducing the concept of sustainable development; 8 the 1992 Rio
Conference, or Earth Summit, which resulted in a global commitment to
sustainable development and Agenda 21; and the 2002 Johannesburg
Summit, where that commitment was reaffirmed. 9 The most common
definition of sustainable development appears in the Brundtland Report,
issued by the 1987 Commission, where it is defined as "development that
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs."'
The definition is widely
understood to require the integration of social, environmental, and
economic concerns in decision making in order to improve the quality of
life for present and future inhabitants of the earth.11 The three major
components of sustainability--economy, environment, and social wellbeing-are alternatively
referred to as economy, environment and equity,
12
or the "three E's.,,

Other key characteristics of sustainability have emerged, including
efficiency and the ability to measure progress. 13 In the context of
sustainable development, the term "efficiency" transcends its marketoriented connotation and refers to the need "to produce the greatest
possible ends with the least possible means." 14 The importance of
measurement has exposed a need for indicators of sustainability that
8. Kristina M. Tridico, Note, SustainableAmerica in the Twenty-First Century: A
Critique of President Clinton's Council on Sustainable Development, 14 J. NAT. RES. &
ENVTL. L. 205, 208 (1998-1999).
9. See Dembach & Bernstein, supra note 2, at 495-96.
10.

Id.

at 496, citing WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT,

OuR COMMON FUTURE 43 (1987); see also Tridico, supra note 8, at 208.
11. See Dernbach & Bernstein, supra note 2, at 498-99.
12. See, e.g., J. B. Ruhl, Sustainable Development: A Five-DimensionalAlgorithm
for EnvironmentalLaw, 18 STAN. ENVTL. L.J. 31,40 (1999) [hereinafter Algorithm]. That

being said, the measures of sustainability and the meaning of "development" were not
always clear. At the time of the Brundtland Report, "development" was a term of art that
encompassed a number of goals including peace, security, and economic and social
development. See Making Sustainable Development Happen, supra note 3, at 174-75.
However, the Rio Declaration and Agenda 21, issued at the Earth Summit, make clear
that sustainability involves economic, social, and environmental objectives. STUMBLING
TOWARD SUSTAINABILITY xxxi (John C. Dernbach, ed. 2002) [hereinafter STUMBLING
TOWARD SUSTAINABILITY] (stating that Agenda 21 addresses social and economic ills as
well as ecosystem degradation).
13. Dr. Donella Meadows, a pioneer in the environmental sciences and system
dynamics, founded the Sustainability Institute in 1996. A brief biography of Dr.
Meadows is online, available at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DonellaMeadows (last
visited Nov. 18, 2004). She believed that "the three most basic aggregate measures of
sustainable development are the sufficiency with which ultimate ends are realized for all
people, the efficiency with which ultimate means are translated into ultimate ends, and the
sustainabilityof use and ultimate means." Donella Meadows, IndicatorsandInformation
Systems for Sustainable Development, A Report to the Balaton Group, SUSTAINABILITY
INST. 45 (1998).
14. Id.
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describe what is to be measured, which will in turn enable policy makers
to chart progress and make informed responses to unsustainable
practices.15
Because sustainability requires ongoing measurement and response,
it is now understood to be a process rather than an end unto itself
Changes in social, environmental, and economic systems over time make
it impossible to set fixed goals. 16 Instead, sustainability requires the
three systems to build "evolutionary potential"17 by ensuring that they
have the ability "to create, test, and maintain adaptive capability."' 8
A.

The United States

Unfortunately, the federal government's progress toward
sustainability has been limited and disjointed. 9 As mentioned, the
United States has no strategy for sustainable development; no federal
entity is devoted to sustainability, nor is there a set of national
sustainability indicators. 20 Further, a number of existing federal laws and
long-standing subsidies actually impede progress toward sustainability. 2"
That is not to say that the United States has turned a deaf ear to
global endorsements of sustainable development. During the Clinton
Administration, the President's Council on Sustainable Development
(PCSD) published three reports that included a number of
recommendations for making the country more sustainable. 22 Aside
15.

See, e.g., The State of the Commonwealth: Is Pennsylvania Moving Towards a

SustainableFuture, THE SUSTAINABLE PENNSYLVANIA PROGRAM OF THE PA. CONSORTIUM

FOR INTERDISC. ENVT'L POL'Y iii-vi (2004), available at http://www.paconsortium.

state.pa.us/StateoftheCommonwealth.pdf (last visited Dec. 14, 2004) [hereinafter State of
the Commonwealth]; see also Living with the Future in Mind: Goals and Indicatorsfor
New Jersey's Quality of Life, SUSTAINABLE STATE PROJECT REPORT 6-7 (1999); see also
Dernbach & Bernstein, supra note 2, at 520.
16. See Martin S. High, Sustainable Development: How Far Does U.S. Industry
Have to Go to Meet World Guidelines?, 14 ALB. L.J. SCI. & TECH. 131, 164 (2003).
17. Meadows, supra note 13, at 36.
18. C.S. Holling, et al., Discoveries for Sustainable Futures, in PANARCHY:
UNDERSTANDING TRANSFORMATIONS IN HUMAN AND NATURAL SYSTEMS 403 (Lance H.
Gunderson & C.S. Holling, eds. 2002) [hereinafter PANARCHY].
19. See Dernbach & Bernstein, supra note 2, at 497.
20. Id. at 505.
2 1. Id. (citing the mortgage interest income tax deduction).
22. See Tridico, supra note 8, at 228-33. The President's Council on Sustainable
Development (PCSD) was established under the Federal Advisory Committee Act and
was active from 1993-99. Id. at 228. The PCSD's reports included SustainableAmerica:
A New Consensusfor Prosperity, Opportunity, and a Healthy Environmentfor the Future
(Feb. 1996); Building on Consensus: A Progress Report on Sustainable America (Jan.
1997); The Road to Sustainable Development: A Snapshot of Activities in the United
States of America (Mar. 1997); Towards a Sustainable America: Advancing Prosperity,
Opportunity, and a Healthy Environment for the 21st Century (May 1999). See
Publications,President's Council on Sustainable Development, http://clinton4.nara.gov/
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from economic, environmental, and social well-being, the goals of the
PCSD included stewardship, sustainable communities, civic engagement,
population stabilization, equal access to education, and international
leadership in sustainable development policies.23 Unfortunately, the
PCSD lacked the authority to implement its suggestions, and the
administration and Congress showed little interest in moving forward.
Another federal initiative sought to develop national indicators of
sustainability. In preparation for the Johannesburg Summit of 2002, a
number of agencies held a series of roundtables in order to assess their
progress toward sustainable development.25 At the direction of the
President's Council on Environmental Quality, this loosely-knit
organization, known as the Working Group on Sustainable Development
Indicators (SDI Group), published a proposed set of indicators in 1999.26
The work of the PCSD and the SDI Group makes clear that sustainability
was an issue of concern for both the Clinton and early Bush
administrations, yet both administrations were unwilling to follow
through with the valuable suggestions made by both groups.
The United States' progress toward sustainability has been
comprehensively assessed in John Dernbach's book, Stumbling Toward
Sustainability.27 While the text's overarching recommendation is for all
levels of government, business, and citizens to embrace sustainability, 28
its general suggestions for the United States include reducing the
environmental impact of resource use, amending or repealing laws in
conflict with the objectives of sustainability, ensuring that no natural
resources are left unregulated, and developing a national sustainability
PCSD/Publications/index.html (last visited Nov. 30, 2004).
23. See
Overview,
President's
Council
on
Sustainable
Development,
http://clinton4.nara. gov/PCSD/Overview/index.html (last visited Nov. 30, 2004). As

impressive as these goals may appear, "the PCSD produced very few tangible
recommendations that would. . . capture the economic value of resource efficiency
and/or environmental improvement to the benefit of disadvantaged persons." Dernbach
& Bernstein, supra note 2, at 506 n.49.
24. Dernbach & Bernstein, supra note 2, at 506. The Clinton Administration did
take steps to foster the type of public participation envisioned by proponents of
sustainable development by increasing public access to databases dealing with toxic
releases, public investment and lending practices. Id. at 509.
25. See Sustainable Dev. in the U.S.: An Experimental Set of Indicators, U.S.
Interagency
Working
Group
on
Sustainable
Dev.
Indicators,
http://.sdi.gov/lpBin22/lpext.dll/Folder1/Infobase7/1 ?fn=main-j.htm&f=templates&2.0
(Sept. 2001) [hereinafter SustainableDev.] (last visited Dec. 14, 2004).
26. Id. The report was published after review by the White House Office of
Management and Budget Review.
27.

STUMBLING TOWARD SUSTAINABILITY, supra note 12.

The book's thirty-two

chapters bring together expert descriptions of the country's sustainability initiatives since
Rio in every relevant aspect of the field.
28. Id. at 42. The need for a national set of indicators has also been addressed by
others. See, e.g., Tridico, supra note 8, at 234.
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strategy tied to sustainability indicators. The book also adopts one of the
PCSD's objectives, reiterating the need for the United States to become a
leader in the global quest for sustainability.2 9
Those who have analyzed the state of sustainability in the United
States criticize unsustainable federal policies and point to institutional
limitations. Housing and transportation are most often under attack.3 °
Typical recommendations include funding and technical assistance.3 1 In
addition, the creation of executive-level entities to coordinate sustainable
development policies is often suggested as a means of addressing the
absence of institutions devoted to sustainable development.3 2 The SDI
Group endorsed the latter idea, recommending that a new federal agency
should assume the group's activities with voluntary assistance from
existing federal agencies.3 3
Not all proponents of sustainability endorse the creation of a new
executive entity. The PCSD believed existing agencies should take on
sustainability initiatives whenever possible. The logic of this "use-whatyou've got" mentality is straightforward and consistent with
sustainability's principle of efficiency, which teaches that "it is often
rather than allocating muchsustainable to rely on established programs
34
needed resources to fund new ones."
Whether a new federal entity is created to take up the challenge of
sustainability or existing agencies assume the task, good reasons exist to
involve federal agencies in sustainable development. 35 Not only do
agencies have the ability to effect change by virtue of their statutory
powers, but their expertise and resources give them the practical
wherewithal to make things happen: 36 "[W]ith a small concerted effort
29. STUMBLING TOwARD SUSTAINABILITY, supra note 12, at 4; Dernbach &
Bernstein, supra note 2, at 505.
30. National housing patterns have been singled out as troublesome, as the nation
continues to flee from older homes to new homes which require new infrastructure and
Federal
Dernbach & Bernstein, supra note 2, at 515-16.
longer commutes.
transportation policies also work against sustainability despite the enactment of the
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act and its reauthorization in the
Transportation Equity Act for the 21 s Century, which attempt to inject sustainability into
the nation's transportation planning. Id. at 512-13 (pointing out that the nation's
transportation policies have become less sustainable since the Earth Summit).
31. Recommendations for Achieving Sustainable Communities: Science and
Solutions,

NAT'L

COUNCIL

FOR

SCI.

&

THE

ENV'T

(2001),

available at

http://www.ncseonline.org/NCSEconference/2001 Conference/report/2001 confreport.pdf
(last visited Dec. 14, 2004).
32. Dernbach & Bernstein, supra note 2, at 520-21.
33. See SustainableDev., supra note 25.
34. Tridico, supra note 8, at 234; see also supra text accompanying note 15.
35. See Tridico, supra note 8, at 214 ("The PCSD "open[ed] the door to a new era of
the role of administrative agencies to effectuate change in America.").
36. Id. at 227-28, 251.
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[agencies can] ... commit America to sustainability. ' ' 37 That effort,
however, will require agencies to "create and implement a shared mental
38
model" of sustainable development.
B.

The States

In contrast to the federal government, the states have become
willing and valuable participants in the quest for sustainable
development. This is not surprising. Traditional police powers directly
impact the economic, environmental, and social systems that are at the
heart of sustainability.39 States control land use, transportation, energy,
and economic development within their borders. Further, the majority of
states administer many federal environmental laws in addition to their
own, 40 and are increasingly enacting environmental legislation that has
no federal counterpart. 4' These developments reflect a willingness on the
part of states to move beyond federal regulatory programs. 42
A handful of states are paving the way in the area of sustainability
planning, and many others have adopted laws focusing on environmental
performance, watershed planning and smart growth.4 3 Three states
Oregon, New Jersey, and Minnesota-have been singled out for having
made exceptional progress toward sustainability through green
planning.44 Others, such as New York, have taken on the challenges of
climate change and renewable energy.45 State brownfield laws have been
particularly successful in bringing the policies of sustainability to life.
These programs have facilitated the cleanup of thousands of
contaminated sites while simultaneously improving local economies and
enhancing the quality of life for present and future populations.4 6 States
have also begun to address social justice issues in the context of

37.

Id. at 228.

38.

Id. at 206.

39. Dembach & Bernstein, supra note 2, at 501. As John Dernbach has elsewhere
stated, "[b]ecause sustainable development ultimately concerns human quality of life, the
issue falls squarely within the states' historic responsibilities." Making Sustainable
Development Happen, supra note 3, at 184.
40.

SIY ET. AL., supra note 4, at 3.

41.

See Making Sustainable Development Happen, supra note 3, at 184 (noting state

climate change initiatives).
42. S1Y ET. AL., supra note 4, at 10.
43. Id. at v-vi.
44. See generally id. at 35-43.
45. See Making Sustainable Development Happen, supra note 3, at 184-85
(discussing Governor Pataki's executive order establishing a task force to address
greenhouse gas emissions and requiring state agencies to purchase a portion of their
electricity from renewable sources). New York has also committed to sustainable

transportation planning and tourism. Id.
46. Dernbach & Bernstein, supra note 2, at 508-09.
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environmental decision making by mandating consideration of
47
environmental justice concerns.
The most far-reaching development among states has been the
issuance of executive orders that make statewide commitments to
sustainability. The governors of Massachusetts, New Jersey, Oregon,
and Washington have taken this step. a8 The Massachusetts order,
discussed more fully in Part IV, directs the creation of a new executive
council to coordinate the state's sustainability policies.49
Despite these encouraging developments, problems persist. Not
enough state laws facilitate, let alone require, the type of coordination
that sustainability demands. Executive orders such as the Massachusetts
order engage agencies in sustainable planning which, in turn, can affect
private decision making. Yet sustainability requires more than vertical
integration among levels of government and the public; it also depends
upon horizontal integration to allow collaboration among entities that are
located at the same level of government.5 ° While executive orders have
encouraged this type of collaboration,5 1 virtually no state laws promote
this type of institutional integration.
Additionally, very few statutes authorize or require the substantive
integration of economic, environmental and social policies. Housing,
education, revenue sharing, environmental, and land use laws, which
individually touch on various components of sustainability, routinely fail
to require coordination with other programs."
Even the promising
environmental initiatives that foster sustainability through watershed
protection and brownfield redevelopment fail to integrate those efforts
within a larger framework of sustainability.5 3 And although states have
begun to retool their zoning laws to facilitate institutional integration in
the area of land use planning, much remains to be done.5 a
47. Id. at 510-11. Pennsylvania's Department of Environmental Protection has
created the Office of Environmental Advocate (OEA) and promulgated the
Environmental
Justice
Public
Participation
Policy,
available
at
http://www.dep.state.pa.us/hosting/enviromnertaladvocate/default.htm (last visited Dec.
14, 2004).
48.

State of the Commonwealth, supra note 15, at 74.

49. See infra text accompanying notes 224-28.
50. See Dernbach & Bernstein, supra note 2, at 499-500 (also discussing vertical and
horizontal hierarchy incorporating the federal government).
51. The Massachusetts Order's requirement of an agency representative or liaison to
the Sustainability Coordinating Council is one example. See Exec. Order No. 438, 954
Mass. Reg. 5 (Aug. 16, 2002).

52.

Dernbach & Bernstein, supra note 2, at 502.

53.

SlY ET. AL., supra note 4, at v-vi.

54. Dernbach & Bernstein, supra note 2, at 511-12. For example, in 2000,
Pennsylvania amended its Municipalities Planning Code to implement Governor Ridge's
Growing Smarter initiative, one goal of which was to authorize regional planning. See
PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53, §§ 10212, 10302 (West Supp. 2004).
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The number of states with clearly articulated policies that promote
and support sustainability must increase. In addition to focusing on the
substantive integration of the three E's and collaborative governance
structures, laws must also provide more opportunities for public
involvement,55 and must impose effective oversight procedures for
promising programs to ensure that all aspects of sustainability are
considered.56
States that have not done so need to commit to sustainable
development and make the development of indicators a priority.5 7
Further, they must set goals that correspond to the objectives of
sustainability and inject green thinking into their procurement and
accounting practices. 58 Whether these tasks should be assigned to a new
executive entity in charge of sustainable development or to existing
institutions is a matter of ongoing debate.59
C. Pennsylvania
The array of sustainable development initiatives underway
throughout the Commonwealth reflects a widening acceptance of
sustainability and a readiness to take the next step. A sampling of those
initiatives, especially three prominent statewide efforts, makes this clear.
Pennsylvania's Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) and
the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR)
administer numerous regulatory programs devoted to environmental
health and conservation. In recent years, the DEP has supplemented
traditional command and control programs with regulatory approaches
devoted to green planning and environmental performance. DEP's
Environmental Futures Planning process (EFP) emphasizes statewide
environmental objectives, the assessment of the state's environmental
health, and the establishment and achievement of goals to address

55. Id. at 519 (noting that public participation is especially important in developing
sustainable communities).
56. Id. at 522 (citing brownfields programs as an example). Other suggestions
include revising state housing laws to focus on rehabilitating old structures instead of
constructing new buildings, and amending state education laws to mandate environmental
education in grades K-12. Id. at 524, 528.
57. Id. at 520.
58. SIY ET AL., supra note 4, at 48-49 (listing eight elements of a sustainable state:
vertical and horizontal integration of law and policy, indicators, smart growth, public
education, social equity, procurement policy, media transfer policy, and green
economics).
59. Compare Dernbach & Bernstein, supra note 2, at 520, 523 (suggesting that a
new entity is needed), with Tridico, supra note 8, at 234 (endorsing reliance on existing
agencies).
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The DEP has already
Pennsylvania's environmental problems. 60
developed environmental indicators as part6 1of the EFP program and has
initiated watershed and statewide planning.
Another program which incorporates the norms of sustainable
development is the state's Growing Greener Program, which provides
funding for a number of initiatives, including preservation of agricultural
lands and open spaces, the cleanup of abandoned mines, restoration of
watersheds and improvement of the state's sewer systems. 62 The DEP is
responsible for the watershed protection and mine reclamation portions
of the program, while the Governor's Center for Local Government
Services manages the companion Growing Smarter initiative, which
integrates land use planning with economic development and
environmental measures.63
The state's academic community, non-governmental organizations,
and other partnerships are also heavily involved in sustainable
development. In 2000, Pennsylvania State University's Center for
Sustainability published an indicators report that includes ten campus
categories with corresponding sustainability indicators.64 The state
boasts many other academic programs, including Allegheny College's
Center for Economic and Environmental Development; 65 the Center for
Sustainable Communities at Temple University's Ambler campus; 66 and
the Brownfields Center, a joint project of Carnegie Mellon University
and the University of Pittsburgh.6 7
A particularly promising collaborative project that brings together
members of the Commonwealth's academic community and state policy
makers is the Pennsylvania Consortium for Interdisciplinary
Environmental Policy (PCIEP). The Consortium is comprised of DEP
and DCNR decision makers and representatives from the state's colleges
and universities, who together address Pennsylvania's most pressing
environmental issues through information sharing and collaboration.68
The Consortium currently works through a number of program
committees, one of which is the Sustainable Pennsylvania Program.69
60. See http://www.dep.state.pa.us/hosting/efp2/ (last visited Dec. 14, 2004).
61. Id.
http://www.landuseinpa.com/
http://www.dep.state.pa.us/growgreen/;
62. See
Default.asp?bhcp=l (last visited Dec. 14, 2004).
63. See id.
64. See The Penn State IndicatorsReport 2000, availableat http://www.bio.psu.edu/
greendestiny/publications/gdc-indicators.2000.pdf (last visited Dec. 14, 2004).
65. See http://ceed.allegheny.edu/ceed/ceedhome.html (last visited Dec. 14, 2004).
66. See http://www.temple.edu/ambler/csc/ (last visited Dec. 14, 2004).
67. See http://www.ce.cmu.edu/Brownfields/home.htm (last updated April 12,
2000).
68. See http://www.paconsortium.state.pa.us/ (last visited Dec. 14, 2004).
69. See id. PCIEP's other program committees focus on greening the state's
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A number of state non-governmental organizations are also devoted
to sustainability and are actively engaged in promising projects. Three
among them deserve mention. A proposal for a sustainable Pennsylvania
was published in 2003 by PennFuture, one of the largest environmental
organizations in the state.7 ° PennFuture's mission is "to create a just
future where nature, communities and the economy thrive.'
Sustainable Pittsburgh, an organization "committed to embedding
environmental and community development issues into the region's
evolving development strategy" published a sustainability indicators
report for the Pittsburgh region in 2002.72 On the other side of the state,
10,000 Friends of Pennsylvania works to achieve development "that will
support the economic and social viability of Pennsylvania's cities and
towns, conserve fiscal resources, and protect [the] state's exceptional
natural landscapes, environmental quality, and heritage resources.
Like PennFuture and Sustainable Pittsburgh,
10,000 Friends encourages
74
sustainability.
to
commitment
a statewide
Two of the Commonwealth's most influential sustainability
advances arguably have been achieved by the 21't Century Environment
Commission and PCIEP's Sustainable Pennsylvania Program, each of
which has published a report that endorses sustainability and analyzes the
state's progress toward its goals. In 1998, the Commission was charged
by then-Governor Tom Ridge "to recommend methods and policies to
improve the environmental quality of the Commonwealth and measure
75
the results, while allowing for enhanced economic and social progress.,
More particularized tasks included prioritizing environmental problems,
suggesting strategies to address those problems, encouraging more active
colleges and universities, global warming, biodiversity, and toxics.
70. Going for the Gold & Green: A Policy Agenda for Environmental Quality and
Economic Development (2003), available at http://www.pennfuture.org/files/news/
LegislativeAgenda_91903.pdf.
71. Id.
72. See
http://www.sustainablepittsburgh.org/NewFrontPage/WhatlsSustainablePittsburgh. html (last visited Dec. 14, 2004).
73. See http://www.l0000friends.org/Web-Pages/General/2whois.htm (last visited
Dec. 14, 2004).
74. Id.
75. Exec. Order No. 1997-4 Rev. No. I (Pa.), available at http://www.21st
century.state.pa.us/2001/exorder.htm (last revised Sept. 9, 1997). The Commission was
comprised of thirty-nine members and was co-chaired by then-DEP Secretary Jim Seif
and then-Penn State University Professor Caren Glotfelty. See http://www.21stcentury.
state.pa.us/2001/memb.htm (last visited Dec. 14, 2004).
The vision of the Commission embraced sustainability, and proclaimed that the state
should "have policies and practices in place that effectively support the simultaneous
goals of environmental quality, personal and community well being, and economic
prosperity." http://www.21stcentury.state.pa.us/2001/vision9-25.htm (last visited Dec.
14, 2004).
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involvement by the public, and proposing criteria that would 76allow the
measurement of progress toward meeting environmental goals.
The Commission's deliberations, which drew upon extensive public
input and the considerable expertise of the Commission members,
resulted in the Report of the 21 s Century Environment Commission ( 2 1s
Century

Commission

Report).

7

Emphasizing

the

need

to

"simultaneously address environmental, economic, and social wellbeing," the Report sets forth broad goals and guidelines and ultimately
makes more than 240 recommendations for Pennsylvania's sustainable
future.7 8 Specific recommendations include promoting responsible land
use, conserving natural resources in a sustainable manner, striving for a
healthy environment for healthy people, developing a culture of
teamwork, and promoting environmental education and stewardship.
The Report also underscores the pivotal role to be played by the state, the
importance of performance-based regulations, and the need to develop
indicators of sustainability.7 9
The Report's prologue presents a vision of sustainability that
embraces public-private partnerships involving all segments of
government and society and that reinforces the linkages between the
economy, environment, and social equity.80 The prologue also lists the
fifteen principles of sustainability upon which the Commission relied in
fulfilling its mission. The principles touch on public participation; the
simultaneous achievement of environmental, economic and social wellbeing; system flexibility to deal with change and to allow innovation; the
importance of determining the proper level of governance for specific
tasks; and reliance on existing legal institutions to meet state goals in lieu
of creating new layers of governance to achieve sustainability.8'
76.
77.

See Exec. Order No. 1997-4, supra note 75.
The full report is available at http://www.21stcentury.state.pa.us/2001/final.htm

(last visited Dec. 14, 2004) [hereinafter 21s" Century Comm 'n Report].

78. Id.
79. Id.
80. Id.
81. Id. The complete list of the Commission's guiding principles are as follows;
(1) Public involvement is critical to sound environmental decision making; (2) A
prosperous economy, a healthy citizenry and a better environment are directly linked to
each other. To make progress in any one area, Pennsylvania must strive for simultaneous
excellence in all; (3) Educated and informed Pennsylvanians will be good stewards of
the environment; (4) Although no new layers of government are necessary to meet the
challenges of the next century, we do need to examine carefully and with open minds the
level of government at which certain decisions should best be made; (5) Environmental
performance should be measured by results and outcomes; (6) Partnerships among the
government, the private sector and the public will improve the future environment more
than traditional adversarial relationships; (7) We should continue to enforce and build
upon our existing foundation of environmental laws and regulations, while providing
incentives and tools to encourage Pennsylvanians to move beyond compliance;
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The 21" Century Commission Report was clearly intended to lay the
groundwork for Pennsylvania's next step toward sustainability. The
Commissioners foresaw a wide-ranging process that would reanalyze
everything from institutional authority and organizational issues to
incentives and funding in order to help the Commonwealth move
forwardY The Report underscores the need for government to continue
to govern in the age of sustainability, but suggests it should do so
differently, by becoming "a catalyst for change" that focuses on
strategizing, providing incentives for performance and innovation, and
decentralizing decisions when possible.83
Building upon the comprehensive work of the Commission, and
taking up one of its recommendations, PCIEP's Sustainable
Pennsylvania Program assumed the task of developing statewide
indicators of sustainability. 84 In early 2004, it submitted a report to the
DEP entitled The State of the Commonwealth: Is Pennsylvania Moving
Towards a Sustainable Future?(The State of the Commonwealth).8 5 The
report, which represents the first attempt to compile sustainability
indicators with current measurements, has been circulated for comment.
Its overall conclusion is that Pennsylvania's capacity to deal with future
problems may be at risk due to a reduction in86the resilience of the state's
environmental, social, and economic sectors.
Like the 21s' Century Commission Report, The State of the
Commonwealth recognizes the overlap between social, economic and
environmental issues, and explains that indicators should be developed
with this overlap in mind. 7 It adopts the view that sustainability is not
(8) Government should continue to set and enforce environmental standards, but allow
flexibility in how to meet them; (9) Environmental decisions must be made holistically to
eliminate fragmentation; (10) Environmental policy and resource allocation must be
based on our best available scientific understanding; (11) The most effective way to
eliminate pollution is to prevent it from ever occurring; (12) The constitutional rights of
individuals, including private property rights, must be respected; (13) At the same time,
individual behavior and the quality of life of others are inextricably linked. We must
foster a goal of assuring the best quality of life for all Pennsylvanians; (14) Government
at all levels should lead by example; and (15) Systems should be flexible and agile to
accommodate innovations, including technological ones.
82. Id.
83. Id.
84. The state indicators project involved collaboration between faculty from five
PCIEP member institutions: Dr. Kathi Beratan and Dr. Shirley Loveless (Temple
University/Ambler Campus), Dr. Paula Martin (Juniata College), Dr. Stan Kabala
(Duquesne University), and the author (Duquesne University Law School).
85. State of the Commonwealth, supra note 15.
86. Id. at ii.
87. Id. at 76. Appendix A of the Report provides examples of ways in which its
foundational indicator sets could better reflect the linkages between the environment,
economy and society. Id. at 79. Suggestions include supplementing standard economic
indicators with those that measure the resilience of the state's economy. Id. at 103.
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an end unto itself, but rather an open-ended procets that requires
collaboration.88 The Report also recommends that sustainability become
a principle of governance in Pennsylvania and that state agencies come
to understand their roles and potential in promoting the long-term goal of
sustainable development.89
Sustainability has also caught the attention of Governor Ed Rendell,
who has left little doubt that his administration is sympathetic to, if not
fully supportive of its policies. The Governor's appointment of Kathleen
McGinty as DEP Secretary brought a veteran of national sustainability
planning to the Commonwealth.9" In addition, the Governor continues to
champion policies that encourage community revitalization and
brownfield redevelopment. 91 More recently, the Governor included an
$800 million bond issue in his 2004-05 budget to fund reinvestment in
the Growing Greener program and the Hazardous Sites Cleanup Fund,
citing a need to "support and encourage clean, responsible economic
growth., 92 Although the 2004 General Assembly failed to authorize the
bond, members of the legislature have vowed to establish a "Green
Ribbon Commission" which will explore ways to fund environmental
93
initiatives, possibly by placing a bond issue on the spring 2005 ballot.
By far, the most far-reaching step taken by the Rendell
administration is Executive Order 2004-9, issued in June 2004. 94 The
Order creates an Economic Development Committee of the Cabinet
Specific examples include indicators that measure the state's economic diversity, the
extent to which Pennsylvanians are paid a living wage, the extent to which the state's
businesses engage in green management practices, and the economic impact of the state's
land use practices. Id. at 103-06.
88. Id. at 75-77.
89. Id. at 74.
90. Secretary McGinty chaired the Council on Environmental Quality and was
Deputy Assistant to President Clinton during the latter part of the PCSD's existence. See
http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/mcginty (last visited Dec. 14, 2004).
91. The Rendell administration's environmental priorities can be found at the DEP
website:
http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/polycomm/newsletter/07-09-04/
2748904.htm (last updated July 9, 2004).
92. Governor Rendell Unveils 2004-05 Budget that Enhances Quality of Life,
Contains No New Taxes, available at http://www.govemor.state.pa.us/governor/
cwp/view.asp?a= 1101&q=436362 (last modified Feb. 3, 2004).
93. See PennFuture, Growing Greener II Update (July 8, 2004), available at
http://pennfuture.org (last visited Dec. 14, 2004).
Before the failure of the
administration's environmental bond during the summer of 2004, three bills were
introduced to further the Governor's Growing Greener II initiative. Id. House Bill 2621
is a bi-partisan effort that would place the Governor's $800 million bond proposal on the
November 2004 ballot. Id. House Bill 2010 addressed hazardous and acid mine waste
and drainage sites and the preservation of the State's forests and agricultural lands. Id.
The bill authorized funding to prevent the bankruptcy of the Hazardous Sites Clean-Up
Fund. Id. Finally, House Bill 2628 authorized a green sales tax holiday to encourage the
purchase of Energy Star products. Id.
94. Exec. Order No. 2004-9 (Pa. June 15, 2004).
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(EDC), the mission of which includes the coordination of programs
affecting economic growth as well as the promotion of environmental
stewardship.
The EDC is also specifically empowered to make
recommendations to further social and environmental policies as well as
economic goals.95 The Order, although couched in terms of economic
development, clearly endorses the consideration of sustainability's three
E's, and represents the first legal instrument that attempts
to make the
96
state's economic development planning more sustainable.
There is good cause to argue that Pennsylvania's penchant for
sustainable development has grown into a widely-shared belief that
sustainability should become a guiding principle of state government.
There is a strong sentiment that the three parameters of sustainabilityeconomic and environmental health and social well-being-must no
longer be pursued by discrete programs, but must be simultaneously
considered at all levels of decision making. Additionally, the idea that
sustainability should become a matter of governance by working within
and supplementing existing legal institutions is firmly supported. In that
regard, Pennsylvania's executive agencies, as implementers of state
policy, are uniquely positioned to take on the task of moving the
Commonwealth forward on its path toward sustainability.
III.

Functional Challenges of Sustainability

The early years of sustainable development were devoted to
educating people about the meaning of the phrase. Today the focus has
shifted as governments struggle to determine how sustainability can be
achieved. The functional properties of sustainability have been the
subject of brisk interdisciplinary examination, from which has emerged a
preliminary understanding of the highly complex nature of sustainable
systems. Although this new understanding does much to demystify
sustainability, it has led skeptics to question the ability of decision
makers to implement sustainability in an effective manner. Nevertheless,
this recent scholarship is shaping ideas that will unquestionably impact
the fledgling law of sustainable development.
A.

The Integration Dilemma

Environmentalists and economists alike point out that sustainability
advocates fail to explain how economic, environmental, and social well97
being can be simultaneously addressed now, let alone into the future.
95.
96.

Id.
The Order is, however, limited in its reach and potential impact. See infra text

accompanying note 250.
97.

See Ruhl, Algorithm, supra note 12, at 37; see also Sheila R. Foster, From
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Inter-generational concerns aside, the inherent tensions between
traditional economic, environmental, and social policies make integration
a seemingly impossible task.98 After all, the West's free market system
was not designed to take into account environmental and social
externalities.9 9 Ecological and social systems similarly have been
understood to operate as closed entities. No help is provided by the
common definition of sustainable development, which is so general that
it invites varying interpretations 00 and so simple that it obscures the
tension between its three components. 0 1
Substantive integration difficulties are likely to result in one or
another of sustainability's parameters being short-changed. A decision
that is good for the economy may carry social benefits but degrade the
environment. Alternatively, an environmentally viable initiative may
cause harm to social and economic interests. 10 2 Even the Brundtland
Report-arguably the cradle of sustainability-expressly provides that
the alleviation of poverty is to be given paramount attention, pushing
environmental and other social and economic concerns into the
background. 0 3 Well-intentioned attempts to treat all of sustainability's
components equally only rarely maximize the objectives of all three
E'S; 104 more often than not, such
attempts yield mixed bags of policy
06
choices'0 5 and mediocre results.1
Professor Sheila Foster's recent analysis of urban revitalization
efforts in Harlem and Havana, which both cities conducted under the
Harlem to Havana: Sustainable Urban Development, 16 TUL. ENVTL. L.J. 783, 801
(2003) ("If sustainable development is to become more than an empty funnel through
which the most powerful actors can exercise their preferences and nominally balance
competing values, then it must say more about the way in which its substantive
commitments ought to be balanced against one another.").
98. Foster, supra note 97, at 785.
99. Carla Dickstein et al., Sustainable Development in Practice: A Case Study
Analysis of Coastal Enterprises, Inc. 's Experience, 12 SUM J. AFFORDABLE HOUSING &
COMMUNITY DEV. L. 411,440 (2003).
100. Id. at 412.
101. Casey J. Caldwell, The Black Diamond of Harmonization: The Alpine
Convention as a Model for Balancing Competing Objectives in the European Union, 21
B.U. INT'L L.J. 137, 147 (2003).
102. See Todd B. Adams, Is There a Legal Futurefor Sustainable Development in
Global Warming? Justice, Economics, and Protecting the Environment, 16 GEO. INT'L
ENVTL. L. REV. 77, 105 (2003) (arguing that sustainable development is skewed in favor
of economic development); see also Dickstein et al., supra note 99, at 411 (implying that
many localized decisions made by community development groups emphasize only
economic and social needs).
103. Adams, supra note 102, at 88.
104. See Ruhl, Algorithm, supra note 12, at 51-52.
105. David A. Westbrook, Visions of History in the Hope for Sustainable
Development, 10 BUFF. ENVTL. L.J. 301, 307-08 (2003).
106.

See Ruhl, Algorithm, supra note 12, at 37.
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rubric of sustainability, demonstrates the likelihood, if not the
inevitability, of tradeoffs. 10 7 In each city, regulations required the
preparation of environmental assessments that included an analysis of
sustainability issues. 0 8 Regrettably, in each instance the cities failed to
adequately address social interests.
In Havana, the emphasis on
renovation of historic buildings and tourism ignored housing shortages;
in Harlem, redevelopment resulted in the destruction of a number of the
community's older, architecturally valuable buildings that had not
obtained landmark protection. 10 9 Professor Foster posits that the
backgrounding of social concerns in the two cities was the product of
economic perceptions that commodify place rather than respecting what
"place" means to those who live and work in unique locales." 10
Economic and environmental priorities also may be short-changed
in the process of integration. David Westbrook has shown that the goals
and realities of unregulated markets are respectively suppressed and
ignored by sustainable development."' Not only does integration with
social and economic factors prevent the selection of optimum economic
choices, but sustainability also refuses to acknowledge that, left to their
own devices, markets tend to adjust positively to unsustainable outputs
over time.' 12 In a similar but more subtle way, Professor Westbrook
suggests that the unifying nature of sustainable development transforms
the romantic, nature-based tradition of environmentalism into a mix of
culturally determined harms and benefits, robbing it of its rich political
history.'
Institutional integration, or what John Dernbach calls "procedural
integration,"' 14 poses other problems.
The procedures needed to
institutionalize sustainable development will necessarily involve multiple
decision makers, including private parties and non-governmental
organizations, local governments, agencies, states, and others." 5
Coordination up and down decision-making hierarchies and among
players on equal levels within those hierarchies is imperative.' 16 Yet the
107. Foster, supra note 97, at 792.
108. Id. at 790-91.
109. Id. at 793, 798-99.
110. Id. at 800.
Ill. Westbrook, supra note 105, at 306-07.
112. Id.
113. See id. at 313-16. But see Algorithm, supra note 12, at 33, 35-36 (touting the
superiority of sustainability over both resourcism and environmentalism).
114. John C. Dernbach, Targets, Timetables and Effective Implementing Mechanisms:
Necessary Building Blocks for Sustainable Development, 27 WM. & MARY ENVTL. L. &

POL'Y REV. 79, 102-03 (2002) [hereinafter Building Blocks].
115. See, e.g., Dickstein et al., supra note 99, at 413 (noting the importance of private,
local government, and agency involvement in community development initiatives).
116. Research routinely lists vertical and horizontal integration among levels of
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difficulty of achieving that level of coordination is often
underemphasized or ignored.
The substantive integration of the three E's within integrated
horizontal and vertical networks presents a myriad of challenges in and
of itself. It additionally leads to a crucial question: Should sustainability
be limited to the creation of networks and internal procedures that
facilitate the simultaneous consideration of economic, environmental,
and social policies in the decision-making process, or should it
additionally mandate that decision makers select the most sustainable
alternative?" 7 If, ideally, states should be obligated not only to consider
sustainability but also to achieve it, then sustainable decisions, not
merely decision making with sustainability in mind, should be the
norm. 1 1 The point here is not that a procedural or substantive option is
best, but rather that tackling sustainability requires that the matter be
addressed.
Not surprisingly, a healthy skepticism accompanies discussions of
the integration complexities of sustainable development. Critics point to
the lack of capacity on the part of decision makers to undertake
sustainability planning 1l9 and to the delay it will bring to decision
making in general. 120 They also charge that the indeterminate definition
of sustainability makes it an uncertain, if not questionable, planning
tool, 121 and that the narrow focus of most decision makers makes the
long-range vision of sustainability a difficult sell. 22 When added to the
integration dilemmas posed by sustainability, an atmosphere of
skepticism can turn an attempt at1 23sustainable development into little
more than a tentative balancing act.
B.

Growing Complexities: Systems Theory and Panarchy

The goals of sustainability will be met only if the inner workings of
ecological and socioeconomic systems are better comprehended. In this
regard, scholarship is increasingly turning its attention to systems
government as one of the prerequisites of sustainable development. See SIY ET AL., supra
note 4, at 48.
117. See Building Blocks, supra note 114, at 102-03.
118. See John A. Pendergrass, State Governance, in STUMBLING TOWARD
SUSTAINABILITY, supra note 12, at 722.
119. See Building Blocks, supra note 114, at 135-36 (noting that nations make this
claim when asked to respond to the international call for sustainable development).
120. Adams, supra note 102, at 112.
121. Foster, supra note 97, at 785.
122. Building Blocks, supra note 114, at 105.
123. Foster, supra note 97, at 792 ("Sustainability is a balancing act which cautions
decision makers against the extremes of development and environmental choices, leaving
a wide middle ground available to tinker with the equities of development.").
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theory, 124 and from this research has come a deeper understanding of the
intricacies of the substantive and procedural demands of sustainability.
Ecosystems, once believed to exist in a state of equilibrium, are now
known to be governed by the interaction of fast and slow processes that
form hierarchies of nested subsystems within the ecosystems
Each subsystem is, in turn, impacted by various
themselves. 125
biological and abiotic processes that operate across different spatial and
temporal scales, 126 causing each subsystem to develop its own adaptive
cycle. Smaller subsystems react quickly when confronted with impacts
Larger
by inventing and experimenting with various responses.
ecological subsystems react more slowly, helping to stabilize and
conserve the properties of the overall system. 127 To ecologists, these
"hierarchies are dynamic structures whose features retain 2 8both the
creative and conservative properties that define sustainability.'
Socioeconomic systems have been found to operate in much the
same way. Their dynamics, diversity, and other properties also function
within nested hierarchies of subsystems that react to impacts differently
based on their size.' 29 The complexity of ecological and socioeconomic
systems becomes even more pronounced when one attempts to
understand the interactions between them, which are at the very core of

sustainability. 130
Out of this new understanding of environmental and socioeconomic
systems has come a crucial finding: the functional diversity of the
subsystems that operate within each system hierarchy builds resilience,
defined as the ability to cope with unpredictable disturbances that is
integral to sustainability. 13 1
This nuanced perspective transforms
sustainability from a concept primarily focused on integration to one that
additionally "requires both change and persistence. Sustainability is
maintained by relationships among a nested set of adaptive cycles

124. See Algorithm, supra note 12, at 38 (noting that the increasing complexity of
sustainable development theory is moving into the fields of geography and "complex
systems algorithm theory"). See generally PANARCHY, supra note 18.
125. C.S. Holling, Lance H. Gunderson, et al., Sustainability and Panarchies, in
PANARCHY, supra note 18, at 68.

126.
127.

Id. at 68-69.
See C.S. Holling, Stephen R. Carpenter et al., Discoveries for Sustainable

Futures, in PANARCHY, supra note 18, at 402.

128. See Holling, Gunderson et al., supra note 125, at 71.
129. See Francis Westley et al., Why Systems of People and Nature are Not Just
Social and EcologicalSystems, in PANARCHY, supra note 18, at 103.
130. Marten Scheffer, et al., Dynamic Interaction of Societies and EcosystemLinking Theoriesfrom Ecology, Economy, and Sociology, in PANARCHY, supra note 18, at
208.
131. See Holling, Carpenter, et al., supra note 127, at 397 (Table 15-1), 405.
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' 32
arranged as a dynamic hierarchy in space and time-the panarchy."'

C. Pennsylvania Challenges
The advances made by the 2 1s Century Commission Report and The
State of the Commonwealth are
indeed commendable; the
acknowledgement that sustainability is a process rife with multi-scaled
integration challenges demonstrates an understanding of many of
sustainable development's complexities.
Additionally, each report
exudes an awareness that Pennsylvania must address a number of
33
institutional and substantive hurdles that are blocking further progress. 1
Institutional fragmentation is deeply rooted in the Commonwealth
and takes many forms, making it a particularly stubborn adversary of
sustainability. The 21s Century Commission Report points out that interagency fragmentation and divisions between various levels of
government are major contributors to sprawl, one of the most significant
problems facing the state today.1 34 Pennsylvania is also plagued by
fragmented management responsibilities within single ecosystems 135 as
well as the virtual absence of collaborative decision making between
responsible state agencies.1 36 The creation of the EDC, which is
comprised of the Secretaries of Health, Conservation and Natural
Resources, Environmental
Protection, Banking, Revenue,
and
Community and Economic Development, among others, will ideally
facilitate inter-agency collaboration within the context of economic
development and community revitalization.1 37 Yet more is needed to
address the state's entrenched institutional fragmentation. A similar lack
of coordination between the numerous sustainable development
initiatives in the state is yet another example of the type of fragmentation

132.

Id. at 396 (Table 15-1). Professor Ruhl agrees that systems theory is playing an

increasing role in sustainable development and sees the dynamic and interacting
socioeconomic and ecological systems as having "permeable fields." See Algorithm,
supra note 12, at 47.
133. Although Executive Order 2004-9 and the creation of the Economic
Development Committee of the Cabinet ca.: be seen as an attempt to address these
concerns, it is at best a first step that focuses primarily on information sharing and
heightening the sustainability awareness of the Commonwealth's economic development
policy makers.
134.

See

t
21

Century Comm 'n Report, supra note 77, at 3.

135. See Kathi Beratan & Sung-Yun Myung, An Information Management and
Communicative Framework for Adaptive Co-Management of Natural Resources 3 (Apr.
24, 2003) (unpublished manuscript, on file with the author) (arguing that such
management fragmentation is a national problem).
136. See State of the Commonwealth, supra note 15, at 74 (noting that such
coordination is required to "make sustainable development work").
137. See Exec. Order 2004-9, supra note 94.
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38
that hinders progress toward sustainability.1
Regulatory policies that demand efficiency in government represent
another significant hurdle to sustainable development in Pennsylvania.
Although the state's economic stability and business climate may be
well-served by such measures, they risk creating a bureaucratic mindset
that is oblivious to the integrative demands of sustainability. The
Commonwealth's Regulatory Basics Initiative is a primary example.
Governor Ridge's Executive Order 1996-1 requires state agencies to
demonstrate that their regulations address "definable public health,
safety, or environmental risks," are cost-efficient, and do not exceed
federal standards unless justified by law or a compelling state interest.139
Agencies are additionally called upon to review existing regulations for
compliance with these directives. 40 The pro-business slant of the Order
is made apparent by one provision requiring "early and meaningful input
from the regulated community," and another that calls upon agencies to
avoid "hamper[ing] Pennsylvania's ability to compete effectively with
other states."' 14 1 Executive Order 1996-1, in conjunction with the
Regulatory Review Act (as more fully explained below), serve important
policies, some of which are relevant to sustainability, but fragment
agency focus and constrict agency decision making in ways that make
sustainability planning nearly impossible.
Pennsylvania also faces a number of substantive challenges to
sustainability. The past several decades have brought improvement to
Pennsylvania's environment, economy, and society, but a number of
troubling trends demand attention. Without claiming to be in any way
complete, the following offers a snapshot of the three E's in
Pennsylvania.
The state's economic climate is far from ideal. In the past decade,
Pennsylvania's gross state product has risen, but it has done so more
slowly than the gross national product. 142 Pennsylvania's per capita
income is keeping pace with national figures, 43 but there is a shortage of
45
living wage jobs 144 and possible threats to economic diversity.

138. See id. at viii.
139. Exec. Order No. 1996-1 (Pa.), available at http://www.oa.state.pa.us/
oac/lib/oac/execorders/1996-1.pdf (last revised Aug. 8, 2003).
140. Id.
141. Id. Pursuant to the Order, each agency, before drafting a new regulation, must
submit a Regulatory Analysis to the General Counsel, Budget Secretary and Governor's
Policy Director detailing how the rule will comply with the new policies. Id. No action
on the proposed rule can be undertaken until all three offices inform the agency that the
rule is consistent with administration policies and the directives of the Order. Id.
142. See State of the Commonwealth, supra note 15 at 56.
143. Id. at 50.
144. David H. Bradley et al., The State of Working Pennsylvania 2002, KEYSTONE
RES. CENTER 36 (2002), available at http://www.keystoneresearch.org/pdf/swp2002.pdf
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Further, the state's job growth lags behind national levels as older
industrial areas, which once provided thousands of jobs, continue to
decline. 146
The Commonwealth's social ills include general population loss
paired with an aging of the remaining population, 147 racial and ethnic
disparities in access to health care, 148 a widening gap between rich and
poor, 149 a stagnant job market,' 50 a measurable decrease in the number of
high school graduates pursuing further education,' 51 and a decline in
voter turnout and trust in people generally. 52 The news is not all bad,
however. Pennsylvanians are living longer, 153 more Pennsylvanians
possess a bachelor's degree than ever before, 54 the number of high
school dropouts is decreasing, 155 and the incidence of violent crime is
low. 156

On the environmental front, successes include a decrease in
industrial water pollution, continued improvement in air quality, an
increase in forested land acreage, higher recycling rates, and significant
brownfield redevelopment. 57 Nevertheless, non-point source water
pollution remains a problem, ozone and particulate matter continue to
compromise air quality, land development far outpaces population
growth, and greenhouse gas emissions and per capita waste generation
continue to
rise, as do energy consumption and per capita vehicle miles
58
traveled. 1

(last visited Dec. 14, 2004).
145. Theodore E. Fuller et al., Road to 2004: Update on Pennsylvania, The Economy:
Jobs, Forecasts, and Telecommunications, PENN. ST. U. CENTER FOR ECON. &
COMMUNITY DEV., 6 (2003), available at http://cecd.aers.psu.edu/R2004/R20041 .pdf (last
visited Dec. 14, 2004).
146. Id. at 4, 6.
147. State of the Commonwealth, supra note 15, at 39.
148. Id. at 42.
149. Id. at 50.
150. Id. at 57.
151. Id. at61.
152. Id. at 66, 67.
153. Id. at 42 (noting the relatively few Pennsylvanians without health insurance, but
mentioning the state's high rate of cigarette smoking, heart disease, and cancer deaths).
154. Id. at 61-62.
155. Id. at 62.
156. Id. at 64 (but mentioning a troubling increase in the rate ofjuvenile crime).
157. Id. at 7, 10, 15, 25, 32. A recent DEP news release reported that as of June 2004,
over 1700 brownfield sites have been successfully remediated under state standards.
Press Release, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection,
DEP Secretary Says Five More Projects Qualify for Brownfield Action Team Assistance,
(Oct. 21, 2004), available at http://www.dep.state.pa.us/newsreleases/default.asp?
ID=3164&varQueryType=Detail (last visited Dec. 30, 2004) (on file with author).
158. See The State of the Commonwealth, supra note 15, at 7, 10, 15, 21, 23, 27, 28.
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D. Learningfrom the Challenges
The current understanding of sustainability and the fundamental
characteristics of sustainable systems can guide any jurisdiction which
seeks to develop a legal framework for sustainable development.
Whatever the law of sustainability will look like, it must not only
acknowledge sustainability and be grounded by an understanding of its
core principles, but it must create institutions that are themselves
sustainable.
The morass of complexity and skepticism that surrounds
sustainability teaches us something about how sustainable development
can be achieved.
If economic, ecological and social systems are
comprised of sustainable hierarchies and operate as panarchies that are
regulated by interacting processes of varying speed and size, then surely
any institution of sustainable development that seeks to integrate these
three systems must respect system sustainability and strive for
sustainability itself. Thus, institutional and substantive integration
remains a fundamental principle of sustainable development. But other
principles cannot be ignored.
Resilience-a system's ability to withstand unexpected disturbances
of various kinds without incurring irreversible damage-is one such
principle, and a key component of resilience is diversity. The more
functionally diverse a system is, the more likely it will sustain itself in
the face of change. Noted proponents of the concept of panarchy argue
that "[fjunctional groups across size classes of organisms maintain
ecosystem resilience,"' 159 and that diversity within resilient systems
makes them able to create and conserve as needed. 160 As mentioned,
small, faster-acting subsystems create and innovate as a means of
adjusting to change while slower, larger systems stabilize and conserve
in order to maintain overall system integrity.' 6
Any institution of
sustainability, including the law, must respect and foster this type of
functional diversity if it is to successfully cope with change.
The flexibility which enables systems to adjust to unpredictable
impacts is another characteristic of resilience. Thus, an institution of
sustainable development must be adaptive and flexible, 62 which requires
the capacity to identify impacts in time to react.163
Adaptive
management-the catchphrase for this type of flexible management

159.
160.
161.
162.
at 54.
163.

See
See
See
See

Holling, Carpenter, et al, supra note 127, at 397.
Holling, Gunderson et al., supra note 125, at 71.
Holling, Carpenter, et al., supra note 127, at 403.
id. at 397; Building Blocks, supra note 114, at 88; Algorithm, supra note 12,

See Beratan & Myung, supra note 135, at 10.
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style-depends upon information gathering and sharing to aid in the
assessment of ecological and socioeconomic subsystems within
hierarchical institutional systems. 164 The success of this adaptive process
also depends on managers whose training 65allows them to identify the
type of system changes that warrant action.
When performed well, adaptive management respects and assesses
the capabilities of various institutional subsystems. Put another way, in
order to make sustainable decisions, managers must acknowledge the
diversity that is crucial to resilience by determining which entity within
the institutional hierarchy is best suited for each adaptive management
task.1 66 Using system diversity as a guide, small socioeconomic
subsystems such as local governments and grass roots organizations
should be encouraged and supported in ways that use and enhance their
ability to create and react quickly. 167 Larger institutional structures such
as state agencies and legislatures should be encouraged to implement
programs and policies in a manner that stabilizes and conserves positive
sustainability trends, and should be given the authority and resources to
provide smaller subsystems with opportunities to innovate. 168 Adaptive
management is ideally a process of "adaptive co-management" that
differently yet
works within a diverse network of players who function
69
collaboration.1
in
engage
and
information
who share
In addition to diversity and flexibility, resilient systems depend on
public accountability, which takes two forms. A sustainable system must
first have the ability to measure and report outcomes. The goals set by
sustainability initiatives must therefore be measurable 70 and, rather than
aspiring to a single objective, should focus on "multi-goal optimization
7
outcomes". . ,,17'

The feedback loops that are needed to achieve this

level of accountability will depend upon improved information gathering

164.
165.

Id. at 4-5.

See 21 s t Century Comm'n Report, supra note 77, at 5 (Executive Summary). Dr.

Kathi Beratan states that "[a]daptive management treats every management decision as
an experiment, with specified monitoring and evaluation plans to assess the vaiidity of
the 'if-then' hypothesis and underlying assumptions." Notes to the author from Kathi
Beratan, Research Scientist, Nicholas School of the Environment and Earth Sciences,
Duke University (Aug. 9, 2004) (on file with author).
166. See Beratan & Myung, supra note 135, at 7.
167. See Caldwell, supra note 101, at 154 (arguing that local governments are in the
best position to react to desires and needs of individual communities); Foster, supra note
97, at 801 (noting the value of local sustainable development efforts).
168. See Beratan & Myung, supra note 135, at 8-9; 21 t Century Comm 'n Report,
supra note 77, at 5.
169. Beratan & Myung, supra note 135, at 8-9.
170. See Building Blocks, supra note 114, at 102-03.
171. See Algorithm, supra note 12, at 44.
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systems and modeling technologies.' 72 Accountability also requires
decisions to be made with meaningful public participation,1 73 which at a
minimum requires well-planned outreach to diverse stakeholders
who are
74
1
resources.
educational
readily-accessible
through
informed
A sustainable Pennsylvania must adopt the foregoing principles of
integration and resilience and be prepared to change mindsets within its
environmental and socioeconomic hierarchies. State government can
begin this transformation by facilitating the simultaneous consideration
of economic, ecological, and social impacts in state decision making. As
it develops a strategy for integration, the state will need to make the best
use of the diversity within government and within the business and
private sectors by assigning tasks to those entities that can best
accomplish them. 75 Where diversity is lacking, steps should be taken to
create entities as needed. The state will also need to foster flexibility by
mandating adaptive management practices at all levels of governance,
and must also strive for accountability by providing resources to improve
information technology, by requiring the use of measurable indicators of
sustainability, and by expanding public participation policies to ensure
that public input comes from a diverse and well-informed citizenry.
IV. The Law of Sustainability
Much has been written about the ways in which existing laws
impede progress toward sustainability. This scholarship is useful
because it at once suggests what the law of sustainability should and
should not look like. Commentary that attempts to formulate principles
of the law of sustainability, although rare, is also useful to those who ask
how to make sustainable development a matter of law. Along with the
principles of integration and resilience, this scholarship offers additional
insights that help to "provide a framework for sustainable evolution of
law."

176

172.

Id. at 57-60.

173.

See Foster, supra note 97, at 785, 801-03.

174. Id. at 803. Traditional enforcement mechanisms are another component of
public accountability.
175. For example, the need to address the lack of environmental education among
Pennsylvania's citizens could be addressed by a number of agencies aside from the
Department of Education, most notably the Department of Environmental Protection and
the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources. In addition, thought could be
given to providing funding and other educational resources to enable non-governmental
actors to assist in the effort. The 21't Century Commission noted the need for enhanced
environmental education. See 21"tCentury Comm 'n Report, supra note 77, at 2.
176. See Algorithm, supra note 12, at 63.
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A.

Problems with Existing EnvironmentalLaws

An examination of federal environmental law quickly reveals that it
is at odds with nearly all of the key characteristics of sustainable
development. To begin, the restrictive nature of environmental law
presents a major obstacle to the integration demands of sustainability.
Environmental law is fairly limited in its approach to natural resource
degradation; it is media-specific and industry-specific, and anchored by
inefficient command-and-control regulation.
It addresses obvious
problems for the short term, neglecting long-term, less-visible problems
with natural systems. 177 This regulatory scheme may provide regulated
entities with a degree of certainty, but it is ill-suited for the substantive
and institutional demands of sustainable development. 78
Further,
because sustainability requires the simultaneous consideration of the
three E's, each of which is in a constant state of flux, it is a "moving
179
target" that is beyond the range of the nation's relatively static law.
Regulatory entrenchment and the inertia that accompanies it are not
the sole causes of the narrowness of environmental law; the law's limited
scope is also to blame. Existing regulatory programs pay paramount
attention to resource use and disposal while other, pro-development laws
govern resource extraction.'
Extraction laws and regulations often
create "perverse incentives" that actually promote unsustainable
practices. 181 Between its regulatory strictures and its selectivity in
coverage, environmental law operates as a closed and incomplete system
that is reactive and generally inhospitable to economic and social
issues. 182

Other aspects of environmental law militate against integration.
177. CELIA CAMPBELL-MOHN ET AL., SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENTAL LAW:
INTEGRATING NATURAL RESOURCE AND POLLUTION ABATEMENT LAW FROM RESOURCES
TO RECOVERY 63 (ELI 1993).

178. Id., see also Rosenbaum, supra note 6, at *8 (noting that the law and sustainable
development are an "awkward fit"). Mr. Rosenbaum points out that in order to
accommodate the flexibility and adaptive management required of sustainable
development the law will necessarily have to become less predictable. Id. at *9. The
more recent addition of market mechanisms to the regulatory mix-notably cap and trade
approaches-face consistent criticism from environmentalists, who charge that they
license pollution and reward materialism and consumerism. See Adams, supra note 102,

at 122-23. Alternatively, critics argue that market-driven approaches cannot succeed
because they ignore the true value of environmental assets and costs. See Futrell, supra
note 1, at 185.
179.
180.
181.

High, supra note 16, at 164.
Futrell, supra note 1, at 184.
Id. at 187-88. Often, the "carrots and sticks" doled out by environmental law do

not take into account all of the parameters of sustainable development. See Dickstein et
al., supra note 99, at 440.
182. Futrell, supra note 1, at 181.
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The law is highly centralized, which troubles those who promote the use
of market instruments as well as those who feel environmental law
183
should turn to non-legal factors that help shape culture.
Environmental law is also riddled with fragmentation, which deepens
divisions over natural resources. 184 Not only do geographic boundaries
sever ecosystems, but it is common for a single natural resource (or an
industry for that matter' 85) to be managed by numerous agencies and
private individuals. 8 6 Any suggestion that this fragmentation reflects a
type of diversity that should make environmental law resilient misses the
point. The diversity that sustainability embraces is the functional

diversity of different-sized entities at various levels within a system.
When a number of interchangeable agencies perform similar regulatory
functions for a single resource, the result is inefficient fragmentation, not
resilience-inducing diversity.
Federal law also does a poor job of facilitating the flexibility that is
required of sustainable development.
The law's centralization and
fragmentation problems restrict vertical integration and make it difficult
for states to respond creatively to the challenges that sustainability
inevitably presents.' 8 7 In a similar way, horizontal fragmentation at the
agency level is a barrier to the effective coordination and collaboration
that is needed to adjust to changes promptly and efficiently. 88 Even
though adaptive management has found its way into a number of
environmental programs, 8 9 the information and communication channels

183. See Craig Anthony Arnold, Working Out an Environmental Ethic: Anniversary
Lessonsfrom Mono Lake, 4 WYo L. REV. 1, 8-9 (2004).
184. Dernbach & Bernstein, supra note 2, at 498.
185. See CAMPBELL-MOHN ET AL., supra note 177, at 1247-48. The mining industry,
for example, is regulated by numerous agencies. Mining regulation also demonstrates
environmental law's penchant for regulating resource production rather than extraction.
Very few obstacles are placed in the way of mineral exploitation, both on federal and
private lands. Id. at 1217, 1222-23.
186. Rosenbaum, supra note 6, at *3. The author uses the example of salmon in the
northwest, which are managed, to some extent, by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the
Bureau of Reclamation, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, National Marine
Fisheries Service the Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, state and local power
administrations, other state agencies, and private landowners. See also High, supra note
16, at 164.
187. See Gary C. Bryner, Policy Devolution and Environmental Law: Exploring the
Transition to SustainableDevelopment, 26 FALL ENVTL. L. & POL'Y J. 1,27 (2002).
188. Beratan & Myung, supra note 135, at 4-5.
189. The EPA has used adaptive management in the ecosystem restoration project for
the Florida Everglades.

See SOUTH FLORIDA ECOSYSTEM ASSESSMENT INTERIM REPORT,

ENVT'L PROTECTION AGENCY (1996), available at http://www.epa.gov/region4/
sesd/sflea/sfleair.html (last visited Dec. 14, 2004). In a similar way, Pennsylvania's
Environmental Futures Planning process seeks to actively manage the Commonwealth's
watersheds and other media to achieve optimum environmental performance.
See
generally http://www.dep.state.pa.us/hosting/efp2/ (last modified May 2, 2003).
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necessary for prompt, collaborative decisions are often lacking.1 90
Information deficiencies become more apparent when one considers
the temporal scale of sustainable development.
Environmental
regulations often adjust to scientific and technological advances; 19' these
adjustments are invariably challenged, in part because opponents know
that scientific uncertainty is a ready argument. 192 The degree of
knowledge needed to plan for sustainability is exponentially greater than
that needed to adjust a single pollution standard, because it demands an
understanding of how natural and human systems will be used and
change over time. 93 Not only does the depth of uncertainty make true
adaptive management somewhat of a pipedream, but it makes
the
194
selection of legal instruments for sustainability extremely difficult.
The similarly elusive temporal component of sustainable
development has contributed to the law's virtual silence regarding the
interests of future generations. There is no legal recognition of advocates
for Americans of the future, and even if there was a right of some
sort,
95
information deficiencies would arguably limit its effectiveness. 1
Environmental law fares slightly better in addressing the
accountability component of resilience, but there is room for
improvement. Regulated entities are held accountable for their unlawful
actions pursuant to enforcement provisions that appear in virtually every
environmental law. 196 In addition, public participation provisions
authorizing citizen suits, 197 participation in rulemaking,' 98 and
participation in statute-specific activities' 9 9 are ubiquitous. As important
190. Beratan & Myung, supra note 135, at 10.
191. Sanford E. Gaines, Reflexive Law as a Legal Paradigm for Sustainable
Development, 10 BUFF. ENVTL. L.J. 1, 23-24 (2003). Kenneth Rosenbaum challenges the
notion that environmental law is based on pure science: "People like to assume our
understanding of environmental problems comes from solid science. In fact, it is more
often artful extrapolation based in science but spun of values, best professional judgment,
and the modem equivalent of folk wisdom." Rosenbaum, supra note 6, at *4.
192. See, e.g., American Trucking Ass'ns, Inc. v. EPA, 175 F.3d 1027, 1051-52
(opponents to new ozone standard used scientific research to challenge EPA).
193. See Rosenbaum, supra note 6, at *1-2, 4.
194. See High, supra note 16, at 164.
195. See Rosenbaum, supra note 6, at *5-6 (noting that any advocate for future
generations would likely encounter standing problems and that it would be difficult to
assess what future generations would want); see also High, supra note 16, at 164.
196. See, e.g., 16 U.S.C. § 1540 (2000) (Endangered Species Act); 33 U.S.C. § 1319
(2000) (Clean Water Act); 42 U.S.C. § 6928 (2000) (Resource Conservation and
Reclamation Act); 42 U.S.C. § 7413 (2000) (Clean Air Act).
197. See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 7604 (2000) (citizen suit provision of the Clean Air Act).
198. See Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 553 (2000).
199. For example, the public is included in NEPA's EIS process. See 42 U.S.C.
§ 4332(C) (2000); see also 40 C.F.R. § 1501.7 (2003); 40 C.F.R. § 1503.1. Public
participation is also mandated in CERCLA settlements and in the selection of remedial
actions. See 42 U.S.C. § 9622(d)(2) (2000).
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as these provisions have been in bringing the public to the table, the
participation envisioned by proponents of sustainability is diverse, truly
collaborative, and aimed at reaching consensus-based decisions.2 °0
Environmental law presently falls short of these objectives.
The other side of the accountability coin requires measurable goals.
Environmental laws, however, generally do not mandate the creation of
indicators linked to measurable goals, and even if they did, it is likely the
laws would fail to provide adequate guidance to the agencies whose job
it would be to develop them. 20 1 Although environmental regulation has
experienced a flurry of performance-based initiatives that are consistent
with the measurement aspect of accountability, 20 2 environmental
managers tend to set conservative goals for the short-term. As time goes
on, reliance on those targets can build even while ecological systems
degrade.2 °3 The establishment of meaningful indicators and effective
measurement protocols must not only address this danger, but must
foster information-gathering and
sharing capabilities which, as already
20 4
supply.
short
in
are
mentioned,
B. A Frameworkfor Sustainable Development Law
The many suggestions pertaining to sustainable development law
and the characteristics of a systems-based understanding of sustainability
can be distilled into a series of principles that can inform the
development of the law of sustainability. Suggested principles are listed
below, grouped into three categories. This list is by no means meant to
be definitive; the categories overlap to some extent, the content of
individual principles can surely be refined, and there is likely room for
more principles. With these limitations in mind, the list is offered as a
rudimentary framework to guide policy makers who are committed to
sustainability.

200. See STUMBLING TOWARD SUSTAINABILITY, supra note 12, at 4 (citing a need for
"more inviting avenues for public participation").
201. Perhaps the closest thing to a sustainability indicator in federal environmental
law is the Clean Water Act's water quality standards. 33 U.S.C. §§ 1312-1313 (2000).
The standards have been beset by state foot-dragging and difficulties quantifying the
standards themselves. See generally ZYGMUNT J.B. PLATTER ET AL., ENVIRONMENTAL
LAW AND POLICY: NATURE, LAW, AND SOCIETY 655-65 (3d ed. 2004).

202. The Pennsylvania DEP's Environmental Futures Planning process is one such
initiative. See supra note 189.
203. See Scheffer et al., supra note 130, at 415 (referring to this phenomenon as
pathological management).
204. See Beratan & Myung, supra note 135, at 10.
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1.

General Principles

- Sustainability law should arise from a strong commitment to
sustainable development. °5
• The law should recognize that sustainability is a process, rather
20 6
than an end unto itself.
- There is a value to existing laws; thus, those laws should be
revised and supplemented to accomplish the goals of sustainability
whenever possible.20 7
2.

Principles of Integration

- The law must require and provide the decision-making capacity
for the simultaneous consideration of economic, environmental, and
social well-being 208 by putting into place procedures that will change
traditional attitudes at all levels of governance.2 0 9
- The law must create a mechanism that will integrate the interests
of the future into decision making, 210 and should require long-range
planning as a means of meeting that goal. 1
- The law should encourage both horizontal and vertical integration
by discarding centralization and fragmentation when necessary and by
encouraging non-regulatory private or public-private partnerships.21 2
3.

Principles of Resilience

- The law should take into account the concept of resilience,
213
making systems theory an important foundation of sustainability law.
a.

Diversity

- Legal choices
205.

should respect the

functional

diversity

of

See Rosenbaum, supra note 6, at *10; Bryner, supra note 187, at 18; State of the

Commonwealth, supra note 15, at 77.
206.

See State of the Commonwealth, supra note 15, at 76.

207. See Gaines, supra note 191, at 19.
208. See Dernbach & Bernstein, supra note 2, at 498-99; 21st Century Comm'n
Report, supra note 77.
209. For example, William Futrell suggests the law should create a protective impulse
into the structure of development agencies. Futrell, supra note 1, at 189.
210. See Adams, supra note 102, at 96-97.
211. See Do's and Don 'ts, supra note 5, at 70.
212. Gaines, supra note 191, at 5, 14-15. Carla Dickstein has demonstrated that
progress toward sustainable development is often made by hands-on decisions, and that
community development organizations are in a good position to facilitate sustainable
choices since they routinely consider social and economic factors in decision making.
See Dickstein et al., supra note 99, at 412.
213. See supra text accompanying notes 124-31.
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institutions by taking advantage of the capabilities
of systems and
214
subsystems of governance and the private sector.
• Efforts at integration must respect the diversity of a jurisdiction's
geography and its unique communities by taking into account the
importance of place.21 5
b.

Flexibility

- The law should require adaptive management at all relevant levels
of governance, and encourage adaptive management in the private sector
in order to account for the
inevitable fluctuations in socioeconomic and
16
2

environmental systems. '

- The law must remove barriers that deter collaborative decision
making in order to foster innovative, prompt, and efficient responses to
changing conditions.2 17
- The law must require monitoring; encourage and fund educational
218 and
programs and development of information-gathering technologies;
219
vertically.
and
ensure information-sharing both horizontally
214. See id.; see also Beratan & Myung, supra note 135, at 7. Dr. Beratan notes that
planning is normally accomplished by the larger and slower systems of governance that

set policy, and that the task of implementation is delegated to smaller systems, such as
agencies. Further, immediate and quick response is achieved by the lowest level systems,
guided by principles established at the next highest levels. The highest level in the
hierarchical system adjusts its vision and policies with long-term impacts in mind. Id.
The systems approach has been recognized by legal scholars in other contexts, who note
that the feedback loops required in sustainable systems are often witnessed first hand at
local levels, but state agencies are also effective for broader issues. See Dickstein et al.,
supra note 99, at 411-12; Do's and Don'ts, supra note 5, at 69-70 (noting that
international, national, state and local governments have different roles to play in
responding to the demands of sustainability).
215. See Foster, supra note 97, at 798-801; Arnold, supra note 183, at 4 (noting that
respect for place is an important ingredient in the development of an environmental
ethic). State laws must mesh not only with national laws of sustainability, but must
account for specific resources and places within the state, which in turn require
coordination with local governments. See Caldwell, supra note 101, at 154; see also
Bryner, supra note 187, at 19-20 (endorsing the idea of local partnerships to ensure that
place is taken into account and noting that overlapping jurisdictions must be dealt with);
Do's and Don 'ts, supra note 5, at 70 (stressing the importance of state and local laws that
reflect "local culture, economy, environment, and context").
216. See Adams, supra note 102, at 126 (discussing the need for flexibility in the
context of climate change); Gaines, supra note 191, at 9; Rosenbaum, supra note 6, at *89; Do's and Don 'ts, supra note 5, at 70.
217. See Bryner, supra note 187, at 19-20; Beratan & Myung, supra note 135, at 9-10
(touting the value of horizontal networks working within hierarchies).
218. In this regard, the law should require the implementation of green accounting to
adequately value ecosystem services. See Bryner, supra note 187, at 15.
219. See Beratan & Myung, supra note 135, at 10 (referring to the lack of information
and the capacity to share as an "operational gap"). This principle also encompasses
funding for the provision of technical assistance to the public. See Bryner, supra note
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c.

Accountability

- Progress toward sustainability should be linked to indicators and
measurable goals.22 °
* Enabling laws must not only underscore a commitment to
sustainability but must include detailed guidelines to channel agency
discretion and make agencies accountable for their decisions.22 1
* Regulated entities should be held accountable for unsustainable
practices by way of well-funded enforcement programs. 222
• The law should require broad-based public participation that is
both timely and well-informed. 3
C. Legal Starting Points: State Commitment and Regulatory Reform
If ten people were confronted with the foregoing principles and
asked to develop a strategy to make sustainable development a matter of
state law, they would likely respond in ten different ways. It is, however,
probable that a majority would suggest that a state should first announce
its intention to make sustainability a matter of policy. From that point
forward, a divergence of opinion would be likely, which is not surprising
given the complexities of sustainability. Whatever steps are taken, it is
important that decisions are well-informed and made with the
understanding that the process will be an evolutionary one.
This article suggests that a strong state commitment to sustainability
should be made by institutionalizing an action-forcing mechanism that
will have a significant impact without disrupting the state's legal and
administrative framework any more than necessary.

187, at 31; Gaines, supra note 191, at 9. Related to this is the need for adequate funding
for compliance and enforcement. See Futrell, supra note 1, at 183.
220. John Dernbach has written about the value of international law's use of targets
and timetables to accomplish objectives of sustainability. See generally Building Blocks,
supra note 114.
221. See generally Charmian Barton, Aiming at the Target: Achieving the Objects of
Sustainable Development in Agency Decision-Making, 13 GEO. INT'L ENVTL. L. REv. 837
(2001) (promoting the use of "objects clauses" that expressly include the goals of
sustainability in order to guide agency discretion). The author cites NEPA as an example
of a law that includes well-defined objectives. Id. at 838-39.
222. See Bryner, supra note 187, at 27; Futrell, supra note 1, at 183.
223. See Gaines, supra note 191, at 9; Arnold, supra note 183, at 4; Bryner, supra
note 187, at 17. To meet this objective, decision making must be transparent and the
public must be well educated in the field of sustainability. See John Dembach, Synthesis,
in STUMBLING TOWARD SUSTAINABILITY, supra note 12, at 32, 34-35 (discussing
sustainability at the national level).
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Committing to Sustainability

States can commit to sustainability in at least two ways. A state
with an environmental statute modeled after the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) 224 could amend its law to make sustainability a

primary objective of administrative decision making and include
provisions that describe the principles of sustainability. 225 This approach
has potential drawbacks. Courts tend to place little weight on statutory
policy and goal provisions, 226 and to the extent that a state's law requires
a NEPA-like environmental analysis for agency actions, it is probable
that the statute will be deemed to be "essentially procedural., 227 If
interpreted in that manner, sustainability would have virtually no
substantive clout in agency decision making. Perhaps an even greater
drawback to this approach is the many hurdles that beset the legislative
process.
As an alternative, a state could commit to sustainability in an
executive order, as Massachusetts did in 2002.228 The Massachusetts
order expressly mentions the state's constitutional environmental rights
provision, the numerous state programs promoting environmental
protection and conservation, and the benefits sustainability bestows on
future generations. It provides that state government should set an
example by acting in a sustainable manner, and declares that state
agencies, by revising their own operations, programs and planning, can
"simultaneously" impact the three components of sustainability. 229 The
Order additionally creates a State Sustainability Coordinating Council to
assist
agencies
in
promoting
"environmentally
sustainable
practices . ,230 The Council is directed to establish a sustainability
program for Massachusetts and assist state agencies in developing
224.

See 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321 70(f) (2000). NEPA requires federal agencies to prepare

environmental impact statements for major actions.
225. New York's State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA), for example,
requires agencies to prepare an environmental impact statement in order to assess the
environmental impacts of their activities. The requirement, like NEPA's EIS, is intended
to make agencies take a "hard look" at the environmental consequences of significant
actions. See N.Y. Envtl. Conserv. Law §§ 8-0101, 8-0109; Akpan v. Koch, 554 N.E.2d
53 (N.Y. 1990).
226. See Barton, supra note 221, at 881-82.
227. See Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRDC, 435 U.S. 519, 558 (1978).
228. Exec. Order No. 438 (Mass. 2002), available at http://www.lawlib.state.ma.us/
execorders/eo4381.pdf (last visited Dec. 14, 2004). The order was issued by Governor
Jane Swift.

229. Id. at 5. The order states that "state agencies, through changes in daily
operations, ongoing programs, and long-range planning, are able to simultaneously have
a significant positive impact on the environment, economic efficiency of state
government, and the character of our communities."
230. Id. at 6.
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sustainability guidance documents.2 31 In carrying out its mission, the
Council will be advised by a State Sustainability Advisory Committee, to
be comprised of representatives from non-governmental organizations.2 32
The primary appeal of using an executive order to commit to
sustainability is the avoidance of legislative delay and possible death by
committee. Further, an executive order that directs immediate action by
state agencies has the added advantage of institutionalizing regulatory
practices that later administrations may be reluctant to undo.
2.

Regulatory Reform

Assuming that an executive order is selected as the vehicle for a
statewide commitment to sustainability, how should a state implement its
new policy? Massachusetts opted to create a new administrative entity.
Although a viable alternative, the creation of a new level of bureaucracy
may not be efficient if the benefits to be gained to a state's economy,
environment, and citizens come at a greater cost than another alternative.
Working with existing administrative entities and procedures is an option
that could yield similar benefits with greater speed and for less cost.
Regulatory reform of this nature not only reflects the principle of

231.

The Order additionally lists the state's sustainability goals:

- Reduce greenhouse gas emissions, minimize solid waste and remove mercury
from agency waste streams consistent with the Massachusetts commitment to
the New England Governors/Eastern Canadian Premiers 2001 Climate Change
Action Plan, the Massachusetts Beyond 2000 Solid Waste Master Plan, the
1998 New England Governors/Eastem Canadian Premiers Regional Mercury
Action Plan and the Massachusetts Mercury Elimination Strategy;
- Promote the siting, design, construction and management of state facilities in
an environmentally sound and resource efficient manner;
- Reduce energy consumption through energy efficiency and conservation, and
the promotion of changes in employee practices;
- Promote the initiation and expansion of integrated pest management practices,
in accordance with Executive Order #403;
- Decrease water consumption through conservation, efficiency and prevention
strategies;
- Increase the purchase and use of environmentally preferable products and
services, and innovative technologies that reduce the environmental and health
impacts of state government;
- Continue the clean-up of hazardous waste sites and prompt mitigation of all
environmental violations;
. [Ensure that agency programs] [a]re consistent with regulations and
guidelines governing natural resource conservation, protection of open space,
habitat protection and restoration, and preservation of natural biodiversity; and
- Ensure that planning efforts are consistent with Executive Order #385,
Planning for Growth, and support the goals of Executive Order #418, Assisting
Communities in Addressing the Housing Shortage.
Id. at 7.
232. Id.
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sustainability that cautions against legal invention, but is sustainable on

its own account by eschewing a choice
to create something new when an
2 33
existing institution can be modified.

Reforming existing regulatory procedures to incorporate some form
of internal sustainability review would build upon reforms that are now a
quarter of a century old, but would advance far different policies. The
familiar regulatory reforms of the 1980s had their genesis in a growing
distrust of the regulatory state.234 Many felt that federal agencies were
either failing to fulfill their statutory objectives or committing resources
to increasingly narrow issues. These beliefs, coupled with concern about
Washington's adversarial atmosphere, led to a widely-shared view that
agency outputs were becoming less and less effective.2 35 Especially
dangerous was the wide discretion afforded agencies, which was thought
to encourage regulatory "drift. '236 Mounting criticism directed at rule
complexity and lack of public accountability were additional targets of
reformers.23 7
The coalescence of these concerns resulted in a series of national
reforms that address the cost of regulations, their complexity, and their
sheer number. 238 A common reform requires agencies to cull existing
rules by repealing redundant, conflicting, or outdated provisions.
Another imposes rigid pre-promulgation procedures to deter unsound
regulatory outputs. 2 39 The reforms are primarily procedural, requiring
233. See Tridico, supra note 8, at 234. This is not to say that approaches to
sustainable development law that promote radical departures from existing legal
frameworks should be rejected altogether. Rather, they remain extremely valuable as
options that may be selected in the future. See generally, e.g., CAMPBELL-MOHN ET AL.,
supra note 177 (advocating a transformation in law to meet the goals of sustainable
development by focusing on resource extraction, production, and disposal/reuse activities
on an industry-by-industry basis). It should also be noted that the SDI Group, when
considering how to find an institutional home, suggested the creation of a new national
agency with voluntary input from other agencies. However, the Group acknowledged
there were other organizational options. See "Sustainable Development in the United
States: An Experimental Set of Indicators," available at http://www.sdi.gov/
lpBin22/lpext.dll/Folderl/Infobase7/@J@/cd/@J@/d5 (last visited Dec. 14, 2004).
234. See Cary Coglianese, EmpiricalAnalysis and Administrative Law, 2002 U. ILL.
L. REv. 1111, 1112(2002).
235. Id. at 1112.
236. Id. at 1114-115 (noting that "drift" may result in agency decisions that
improperly expand upon, or conflict with legislative intent).
237. See J.B. Ruhl & James Salzman, Mozart and the Red Queen: The Problem of
Regulatory Accretion in the Administrative State, 91 GEO.L.J. 757, 760-61 (2003).
238. Id. at 760. In 1981 President Reagan issued Executive Order 12, 291 which
mandated that all federal rules be supported by an economic analysis to be reviewed by
the Office of Management and Budget. This requirement was codified in the Unfunded
Mandates Reform Act at 2 U.S.C. § 1501 (2002). See Coglianese, supra note 234, at
1119-120.
239. See Ruhl & Salzman, supra note 237, at 765, 779-82 (referring to the slowing
down of the rulemaking process as "ossification").
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transparency, responsiveness, and analytical rigor,24all
of which have been
0
"hardwired" into federal agency decision making.
A majority of states followed suit; review of existing regulations
and pre-promulgation economic impact analyses with independent
review of some kind are now required in most jurisdictions.24 1 It remains
unclear whether these reforms have resulted in greater regulatory
efficiency, despite some state claims to the contrary. 242
Whether or not efficiency-based regulatory reforms have yielded
their intended benefits, state agencies that are accustomed to preparing
cost-benefit analyses in conjunction with rulemaking are already
considering the economic component of sustainability. An executive
order could make efficient use of existing regulatory procedures by

expanding them to incorporate the environmental, social, and long-term
goals of sustainability.
Agencies could be required to conduct a
sustainability analysis that would be reviewed in much the same way as
the cost-benefit analysis. If a state's current procedure requires an
agency to submit its analysis to an executive department or official for
independent review, the executive order could direct the review to be
conducted in a manner that assures consistency with the principles of
sustainability. If an agency's cost-benefit analysis is currently reviewed
240. Coglianese, supra note 234, at 1112, 1114. Studies reveal that the results of
these reforms have been mixed. Professor Coglianese's empirical analysis reveals that
there are problems with the accuracy of cost-benefit analyses because agencies are not
accustomed to collecting the type of data that will help them make the most efficient
choice. Costs and benefits are often not even quantified, and agencies often use
inconsistent discount rates for future costs and benefits. In addition, pre-promulgation
costs are over-estimated even when quantified (more than twice as often than they are
under-estimated). Id. at 1121-122. Even when an economic analysis is relatively wellprepared, an agency will routinely make a decision that fails a cost-benefit analysis. Id.
at 1122. Nevertheless, it appears that the required economic analysis has prevented
federal agencies from promulgating grossly inefficient rules. Id. Professor Coglianese
suggests that the reforms are falling short of their intended goals due to regulator
resistance to quantification and sympathy for the distributional consequences of their
rules. Id. at 1124. Professors Ruhl and Salzman suggest that the reforms of the 1980s
have done little to slow regulatory "accretion"-the ongoing proliferation of rulesresulting in system burdens that lead to involuntary noncompliance by the regulated
community. Ruhl & Salzman, supra note 237 at 761-63. They rely on systems theory to
suggest that the cumulative effect of these rules may make the regulatory system resilient
but prone t ) instability and unpredictability that could cause the system itself to change.
Id. at 763.
241. See Robert H. Hahn, State and Federal Regulatory Reform: A Comparative
Analysis, 29 J. LEGAL STUD. 873, 874 (2000).
242. Id. at 875. Unfortunately, most states fail to document the success of their
reforms, and the "general survey does not.., show conclusively that improved analyses
will improve regulatory outcomes." Id. at 883-84. What does seem certain is that the
most effective reforms are those with specific guidelines, strong political support, a wellfunded oversight mechanism, and a requirement to document the impact of each reform.
Id. at 911-12.
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by a legislative entity, separation of powers considerations would prevent
243
a governor from ordering the entity to conduct a sustainability review.
Instead, an earlier, pre-drafting sustainability analysis could be reviewed
by the governor's policy office or other suitable executive department.
Under this scenario, existing entities that are called upon to review
agency cost-benefit analyses would necessarily have to broaden the
scope of their review to account for environmental and social impacts.
This, however, could be accomplished with the aid of research staffs or
advisory committees comprised of analysts who are experts in all areas
of sustainability. This aid would clearly increase the cost of regulatory
review, but arguably to a lesser extent than creating an altogether new
institution.
Instituting sustainability analysis and review as a first step in the
development of a state's law of sustainability would require a state to
decide whether sustainability should inform or determine agency
decisions. 244 A procedural approach would require agencies to fully
disclose the economic, environmental, and social impacts of their
decisions and demonstrate that all parameters were adequately
considered. A substantive approach would additionally require agencies
to select the most sustainable alternative. Should the latter approach be
selected, an executive order could excuse
an agency from this
245
requirement under limited circumstances.
Supplementing existing regulatory review procedures by
incorporating the components of sustainability is efficient because its
benefits would arguably exceed the costs imposed on the executive
branch. Mandated sustainability review would immediately engage all
state agencies in sustainability planning, and it is indisputable that the
consequences of this type of reform would trickle down to the citizens at
large due to the wide reach of a state's administrative programs. Further,
by building upon existing and familiar procedures, administrative
sustainability review would be less disruptive than other options.
Lingering questions about the general effectiveness of state
243. The argument that executive oversight of administrative agencies violates
separation of powers has been made even when review is conducted by the executive
department. See ROBERT L. GLICKSMAN ET AL., ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION: LAW AND

POLICY 144-45 (4th ed. 2003). The argument would arguably have greater force, if an

executive attempted to modify legislatively created review.
244. See supra text accompanying notes 117-20.
245. This type of escape-valve provision is not uncommon.
For example,
Pennsylvania's anti-degradation provisions under the Clean Streams Law, which

generally prohibit the degradation of the state's cleanest waters, authorize additional or
increased discharges of pollutants if the discharge is "necessary to accommodate
important economic or social development in the area in which the waters are located."
25 PA. CODE § 93.4c(b)(1)(iii) (2004).
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regulatory reforms should not deter a state from supplementing its
regulatory review procedures to further the cause of sustainability.
Instead, adding environmental, social, and long-range concerns into a
preexisting, economy-centered, regulatory review process should be
viewed as a way to improve regulatory oversight by assuring that
agencies address existing problems in a manner that is in the overall best
interest of the state.
V.

A Proposal for Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania is uniquely poised to make sustainable development a
guiding principle of state governance and to begin transforming its legal
system to facilitate that commitment. An executive order directing
administrative sustainability review is an option consistent with existing
practice and the sensibilities of many Pennsylvanians. Further, working
within and expanding upon the Commonwealth's regulatory oversight
procedures maximizes the objectives of sustainability and its guiding
principles.
A.

Executive Order
1.

The Commitment

The Commonwealth is ready to join the four other states that have
made sustainability a part of state culture and governance. A key
principle of the 21s t Century Commission Report-issued at the behest of
a Republican administration and the culmination of a process marked by
unprecedented public outreach and input-is that economic,
environmental, and social well-being should be simultaneously
considered by the state's decision makers.246 The Report endorses
sustainability and suggests a number of economic, environmental, and
social indicators for consideration, 24 even while acknowledging that an
248
integrated focus on sustainability will entail a shift in government.
The State of the Commonwealth report goes further by specifically
calling upon the state's leaders to adopt "sustainability as a guiding
principle for Pennsylvania state governance to facilitate development of
a common vision among state agencies so that each may understand its
role and potential in promoting the state's long-term ecological,

246. 21' t Century Comm 'n Report, supra note 77, at 2.
247. Id. at 6.
248. Id. at 2 (advocating "a major shift in focus for government-becoming a catalyst
for change").
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This view is also supported by

many of Pennsylvania's institutions of higher learning and grass-roots
organizations.
If one agrees that the time is right for an executive order to adopt
sustainability as a statewide policy and that it would be both politically
palatable and widely supported, the question becomes how the order
should direct the Commonwealth's government to move forward. The
Massachusetts model is appealing in a number of respects. By directing
state agencies to engage in sustainable practices and to bring the
concepts of sustainability into their programs and planning, the Order
responds to a number of the suggested principles of sustainability law: it
commits the state to sustainability and directs the state to lead by
example; by targeting agency operations and programs it focuses on a
level of government that is well-suited for active response, innovation,
and planning; it provides agencies with the capacity to engage in the
simultaneous consideration of environmental, economic, and equitable
issues; it begins the process of establishing substantive and institutional
integration among vertical and horizontal hierarchies within state
government to facilitate sustainable decision making; and it begins to
dismantle some of the barriers that traditionally have prevented
collaborative decision making.
The drawbacks of the Massachusetts order are far fewer, but
notable. By creating a new administrative entity to coordinate its
directives, the Order adds a new layer of bureaucracy. It also omits
concepts now understood to be crucial to sustainable development,
notably resilience, the process-oriented aspect of sustainability, and
adaptive management.
The Commonwealth can take advantage of the positive aspects of
the Massachusetts executive order and learn from its drawbacks. A
Pennsylvania executive order should mandate sustainability analysis by
state agencies in advance of rulemaking and require the agencies to
conduct a sustainability review of their internal operations. It should also
call for coordination and collaboration between agencies to maximize
expertise, while requiring information-gathering from lower levels of
government and the private and business sectors, when appropriate.
Adopting these components of the Massachusetts order will address
many of the most significant principles of sustainability.
A Pennsylvania executive order could (and should) go further by
addressing the principles of resilience-diversity, flexibility, and
accountability. It should provide that a commitment to sustainability is a
commitment to a process and explain that the objective of sustainability
249.

State of the Commonwealth, supra note 15, at 74.
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is not perfection in the state's economic, environmental, and social
sectors but rather a fluid state of resilience that will promote statewide
well-being while creating an environment capable of withstanding
change. Further, as a means of addressing sustainability's temporal
integration, the order should require agencies to engage in long-range
planning that considers the interests of future generations.
The diversity component of resilience can be expressed by
instructing agencies to consider the importance of place by taking steps
to respect the diversity and uniqueness of Pennsylvania's ecosystems and
communities. In addition, agencies should be directed to engage in
flexible adaptive management practices and to forge partnerships with
other agencies, local governments, regulated entities, and nongovernmental groups. Finally, accountability can be addressed by
ordering the development of innovative public participation strategies as
well as measurable goals and compatible monitoring and informationgathering procedures. The order should also require a review of
compliance assistance and enforcement procedures to ensure that
regulated entities engage in sustainable practices.
By paying heed to the principles of sustainable development law,
the substantive guidelines provided to agencies in the executive order
will fall into place. Further, because those guidelines are consistent with
the 21st Century Commission Report and The State of the
Commonwealth, and are also arguably consistent with the Rendell
administration's vision for Pennsylvania, the executive order is a logical
choice.
The foregoing discussion suggests three significant limitations of
Executive Order 2004-9 and the creation of the EDC. Although the
attempted integration of environmental and social concerns into the
Commonwealth's economic development policy through a collaborative
institution is appealing, it does not go far enough and may, in fact, hinder
sustainability in Pennsylvania. First, the subject of the Order makes
clear that economic development is the primary goal; as such, the two
remaining parameters of sustainability are left to play lesser, albeit
supporting roles. The Order fails to mandate the simultaneous and equal
consideration of the three E's; in fact, the word "sustainable" appears
only once in the Order and the phrase "sustainable development" is
nowhere to be found. Nevertheless, there is a danger that the Order's
nod to the principles of sustainability will be perceived as sufficient and
stall further efforts. Second, the Order creates a new entity, the EDC,
rather than attempting to further the goals of sustainability by relying on
existing institutions. As is suggested below, much can be gained by
working with existing legal mechanisms. Finally, the Order mandates
nothing other than EDC "evaluation" and "recommendations" for
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economic development policies that are more in tune with ecological and
social well-being and identification of troublesome trends.2 5 ° It thus falls
short of instituting a procedure that requires the careful consideration of
the three E's, let alone a requirement that economic development policy
makers strive to maximize the sustainability of their decisions. The
suggested executive order, by adopting sustainable development in a
forthright, stand-alone manner, is a better reflection of the current
understanding of sustainability and would have a much broader impact.
2.

Instituting Sustainability Review

An executive order that embraces the principles of sustainability
law will need to address its mode of implementation. Three options are
possible: the order could mandate sustainable agency decision making
without further review; it could create a new administrative entity
comparable to Massachusetts' Sustainability Coordinating Council to
assist agencies and to review their operations and regulations for
consistency with the principles of sustainability; or it could adopt the
approach taken by Governor Ridge's Executive Order 1996-1 and
require agencies to conduct a pre-drafting sustainability analysis with
review by the Governor's policy office and other executive officials. For
a number of reasons, the latter approach is the most prudent.
Although the first two options-internal sustainability decision
making and sustainability review by a new administrative entity-are
viable in that they incorporate a number of the most significant principles
of sustainability law, they do not reflect as many principles as the third
option of building upon the Commonwealth's existing regulatory review
framework. Internal agency procedures requiring sustainable operations
and the mere consideration of economic, environmental, and social
issues in rulemaking is limited by its purely procedural impact. If
selected, Pennsylvania's agencies would admittedly become better
attuned to sustainability, but their decisions would not be determined by
a substantive rule.
Moreover, no form of executive review for
compliance with the order would exist. The second option, which adds a
layer of sustainability review, rectifies this defect to some extent,
because it involves external review by an executive entity devoted to
sustainability. However, it also fails to direct substantive outcomes.
Strong arguments favor the third option, which requires not only an
external level of sustainability review but also mandates that
sustainability be given determinative weight in agency decision making.
This alternative achieves a desirable level of efficiency, because it makes
250.

See Exec. Order 2004-9, supra note 94.
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use of a preexisting administrative procedure.
Other compelling
arguments, unique to Pennsylvania, also support this option. First, the
institution of sustainability in Pennsylvania is supported by the state
constitution's environmental rights amendment. Second, Executive
Order 1996-1 provides precedent for reshaping regulatory review as a
means of furthering administration policies. Finally, the proposed model
of executive review is a logical step towards codifying sustainability
review by amending the state's Regulatory Review Act.
3.

Article I, Section 27

Pennsylvania's governor is bound to uphold and execute the
Commonwealth's laws, including organic provisions such as article I,
section 27 of the Pennsylvania Constitution. 25 1 An executive order is a
means of complying with that obligation, but an order will be legally
cognizable only if it is "authorized by the [state] Constitution or
promulgated pursuant to statutory authority. ' 52 The proposed executive
order meets this requirement.
Article I, section 27 of the Pennsylvania Constitution creates a host
of environmental rights and imposes a trust on the Commonwealth's
natural resources for the benefit of its citizens.2 53 John Dernbach has
aptly noted that the amendment expresses a vision of sustainable
development that has largely been implemented by the legislative and
executive branches.254 To date, however, that implementation has not
fulfilled the promise of the amendment.
The General Assembly, for example, has enacted a number of
environmental laws expressly designed to further the goals of the
amendment.255 The force of these provisions is limited, however, by
their placement in the purpose provisions of the statutes. 56 In addition,
251.

PA. CONST. art. IV, § 2.

252. Pagano v. Horse Racing Comm'n, 413 A.2d 44, 45 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1980),
afid, 452 A.2d 1015 (Pa. 1982).

253.

The amendment provides:

The people have a right to clean air, pure water, and to the preservation of the
natural, scenic, historic and esthetic values of the environment. Pennsylvania's
public natural resources are the common property of all the people, including
generations yet to come. As trustee of these resources, the Commonwealth
shall conserve and maintain them for the benefit of all the people.
PA CONST. art. I, § 27.
254. John Dernbach, Taking the Pennsylvania Constitution Seriously When it Protects
the Environment: Part I-An InterpretiveFrameworkfor Article L Section 27, 103 DICK.
L. REV. 693, 725-26 (1999).
255. For example, section 6018.102 of Pennsylvania's Solid Waste Management Act
provides that one purpose of the Act is to "implement Article I, section 27 of the
Pennsylvania Constitution." PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 6018.102(10) (West 2003).
256. See supra text accompanying note 20.
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Pennsylvania's judiciary has taken a conservative view of the
amendment. For more than three decades, agency compliance with
article I, section 27 has been governed by the three-part test first
enunciated by the Commonwealth Court in Payne v. Kassab.2 57
Although the test's narrowness has been criticized for undercutting the
clear intent of the amendment, 258 Payne elsewhere contains language
suggesting a broader view of sustainability: "Section 27 was intended to
allow the normal development of property.., while at the same time
constitutionally affixing a public trust concept to the management of
public natural resources of Pennsylvania. The result of our holding is a
controlled development of resources rather than no development. 2 59
Neither the General Assembly nor the courts have taken the
opportunity to broaden the Payne test or equate "controlled
development" with sustainable development. The lack of legislative or
judicial action should not prevent a governor from interpreting article I,
section 27 to authorize executive sustainability review for two reasons.
First, the Payne court addressed the issue of a state agency's
constitutional duties as trustee of the state's natural resources. 260 The
outer reach of a governor's authority to implement the amendment in its
totality is quite a different issue. Payne arguably set the floor for agency
compliance with one portion of article I, section 27; it did not establish a
ceiling for the executive's authority under the amendment as a whole.
Alternatively, an executive order that directs agencies to engage in
sustainable decision making arguably goes no further than Payne. On
appeal, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court never expressly endorsed the
Commonwealth Court's test. Instead, the court explained that article I,
section 27 requires a balancing of the amendment's provisions with other
obligations imposed on the Commonwealth. 26 The proposed executive
order seeks to do just that, by directing agencies to balance the
competing goals of economic prosperity, environmental protection, and
social well-being.
Statewide sustainability depends upon a realistic, not restrictive
interpretation of the amendment and a commitment to sustainability
commensurate with that interpretation. The executive branch should take

257. Payne v. Kassab, 312 A.2d 86, 94 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1973), aff'd 323 A.2d 407
(Pa. Commw. Ct. 1974), affd, 361 A.2d 263 (Pa. 1976). The test asks whether an agency
has complied with all pertinent environmental laws and regulations, taken reasonable
steps to mitigate environmental harms, and shown that the environmental damage is
clearly outweighed by the benefits of the project.
258. See Dernbach, supra note 254, at 696.
259. Payne, 312 A.2d at 94 (emphasis added).
260. Payne, 361 A.2d 263, 272-73 (Pa. 1976).
261. Id. at 273.
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the lead with support from the General Assembly.262 An executive order
committing the state to sustainability will begin the process of
implementing the amendment in a manner that is both envisioned by its
language and spirit and consistent with the balancing approach mandated
by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.
4.

Executive Order 1996-1

Governor Ridge's Executive Order 1996- 1263 has been mentioned as
an impediment to sustainability in Pennsylvania because of its narrow
focus. However, the authority for, and procedures employed by the
Order serve as precedent for the proposed order on sustainability.
Executive Order 1996-1 directs state agencies to conduct a prepromulgation regulatory analysis for all new rules, and to revise their
internal operations for consistency with the goals and guidelines set forth
in the Order. 264 It additionally mandates an external review of all rules
by the Governor's Policy Office.2 65 Notably, the Order was issued under
266
the authority of the state constitution and the Regulatory Review Act.
The Order reformed rulemaking in Pennsylvania by forcing
agencies to justify the cost of each new rule, and by preventing them
from "blind-siding" the regulated community.26 7 The reforms are part of
Governor Ridge's legacy and continue to shape Pennsylvania's
regulatory practice. Agencies routinely collaborate with the Governor's
Office in advance of rulemaking, at times joined by their regulatory
targets, to ensure that the policies of the Order are followed. The predrafting analysis and collaboration are designed to result in better rules
that are less likely to be the subject of litigation.2 68
The proposed executive order mirrors Executive Order 1996-1 in
two important respects. As already shown, the proposed order can claim
to be authorized by the state constitution, but it can also base its authority
on the Regulatory Review Act, which is intended to work in conjunction
with executive oversight. 269 The executive order on sustainability also
uses the pre-drafting procedures established in Executive Order 1996-1,
and merely expands the scope of review to make it consistent with the
262. Dembach, supra note 254, at 726.
263. Executive Order 1996-1, 26 Pa. Bull. 856 (Mar. 2, 1996) (codified at 4 Pa. Code
§§ 1.371-.382 (2004)).
264. Only those agencies that are under the jurisdiction of the Governor's Office are
subject to the rule. 4 Pa. Code § 1.380(a).
265. Id.
266. Id.
267. Telephone Interview with Mary S. Wyatte, Chief Counsel, Pennsylvania
Independent Regulatory Review Commission (July 22, 2004).
268. Id.
269. See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 71, § 745.2(a) (West Supp. 2004).
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principles of sustainability.
The proposed order must, of course, respect the limitations of
executive action. Like Executive Order 1996-1, the executive order on
sustainability should restrict its reach to executive agencies and avoid
language that could be interpreted to authorize an encroachment of
legislative powers.27 ° In addition, even though the proposed order would
be enforced by Pennsylvania courts, it could be revoked by a later
administration. In order to institute sustainability review in a more
unassailable and efficient manner, a plan to bring the law of
sustainability to fruition in Pennsylvania should combine an executive
order with a legislative strategy to amend state statutes as soon as
possible in order to codify sustainability review.
5.

The Regulatory Review Act

Passed by the General Assembly in 1982, the Regulatory Review
Act (RRA) 27 1 reflects the anti-regulatory bias of the Reagan
Administration.272 The Act was amended in 1989 in response to a
constitutional attack,273 and was subsequently amended in 1997274 and
2002.275 In its current form, the RRA establishes an elaborate procedure
for internal agency review of both new and existing regulations with
oversight by the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC)
and standing committees of the General Assembly.27 6 The RRA,
together with the state Documents Law 277 and Attorneys Act, 278 present a
270. See Cloonan v. Thornburgh, 519 A.2d 1040, 1048 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1986),
appeal dismissed sub nom Pa. Liquor Control Bd. v. Casey, 531 A.2d 1391 (Pa. 1987)
(invalidating executive order for treading on legislative authority).
271. PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 71, §§ 745.1-.12 (West Supp. 2004).
272. See supra text accompanying notes 234-38.
273. See Dep't of Envtl. Res. v. Jubelirer, 567 A.2d 741 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1989),
vacated by 614 A.2d 204 (Pa. 1992). In this case the DER challenged provisions of the
Act that allowed the Independent Regulatory Review Commission to prevent the
publication of agency rules that were not in compliance with the Act. Id. at 744-45. The
Commonwealth Court agreed with the DER, holding that the authority given the IRRC,
which the court held to be a legislative agent, to prevent publication of a rule,
unconstitutionally encroached on the power of the executive to implement the laws. Id.
at 748-50. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court vacated the decision, holding the issue was
moot at the time the Commonwealth Court addressed the issue due to the General
Assembly's 1989 amendment to the Act. 614 A.2d at 207, 210-13. See generally, David
Pascal Zambito, An "IRRC-Some " Issue: Does Pennsylvania's Regulatory Review Act
Violate the Separation of Powers?, 101 DICK. L. REV. 643 (1997) [hereinafter Zambito]
(concluding that, notwithstanding the 1989 amendment, the Regulatory Review Act
continues to raise separation of powers concerns).
274. 1997 Pa. Legis. Serv. 24 (West).
275. 2002 Pa. Legis. Serv. 148 (West).
276. See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 71, § 745.4 (West Supp. 2004) (creating the IRRC).
277. 45 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. §§ 1102-1208 (West 1991) (generally applicable
requirements for promulgation of regulations and format of documents by Pennsylvania
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maze of laws with which all state agencies must comply when engaging
in rulemaking.279
The RRA was intended to prevent agencies from promulgating rules
without sufficient consideration of "costs and benefits, duplication,
inflationary impact and conformity to legislative intent., 280 The General
Assembly sought to institute an effective legislative oversight procedure,
with primary review by an independent commission that would require
agencies to justify their regulations. The new procedures were perceived
as a means of assisting the Governor and Attorney General in their
respective oversight functions.28'
Two sections of the RRA are of particular interest. Section 745.5(a)
directs agencies to submit a regulatory analysis form (RAF) to the IRRC
and the standing legislative committees on the day that a proposed
regulation is submitted to the Legislative Reference Bureau for
publication of the notice of proposed rulemaking.282 Twelve items must
be addressed on the RAF.283 One requirement speaks directly to
agencies); 45 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. §§ 501-907 (West 1991) (codification and
publication of documents).
278. PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 71, § 732-301(10) (West 1990) (review of proposed

regulations for legality and form by Office of General Counsel); PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 71,
§ 732-204(b) (West 1990) (review of proposed regulations by Attorney General).
279. A detailed review of the rulemaking process is beyond the scope of this article.
However, the RRA authorizes the legislative committees and the IRRC to object to a
proposed rule and make recommendations based on the statutory criteria. See 71 PA.
CONS. STAT. ANN. §745.5(d), (g) (West Supp. 2004). See generally Zambito, supra note

273. The IRRC prepares annual reports detailing the actions it takes pursuant to the
RRA, which are available at the IRRC website. See The Independent Regulatory Review
Commission, at http://www.irrc.state.pa.us (last visited Dec. 14, 2004).
280. PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 71, § 745.2(a).

281. Id.
282. PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 71, § § 745.5(a). Pennsylvania is one of only three states that
use a standardized regulatory analysis form. See Hahn, supra note 241, at 881. Hahn's
study concludes that it is unclear whether reforms such as Pennsylvania's RRA have
resulted in more effective regulations, despite some state claims to the contrary. Id. at
875. But see Robert C. Power, Rulemaking Developments, 8 WIDENER J.PUB. L. 419,443
(1999) (concluding that regulatory review in Pennsylvania is worthwhile). Power points
out that the IRRC asks hard questions, demands documentation, and has the clout to be
sure agencies respond. Id. at 450. A copy of the current version of the RAF appears as
an appendix to this article. The current version of the RAF was drafted by the IRRC in
collaboration with the Governor's office. Telephone Interview with Mary S. Wyatte,
supra note 267.
283. Section 745.5(a)(1)-(13) requires the following on the RAF:
(1) The title of the agency and the names, office addresses and telephone
numbers of the agency officials responsible for responding to questions
regarding the regulation or for receiving comments relating to the regulation.
(1. 1) A specific citation to the Federal or State statutory or regulatory authority
or the decision of a Federal or State court under which the agency is proposing
the regulation. ...
(2) A concise and, when possible, nontechnical explanation of the proposed
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sustainability: pursuant to subsection 745.5(a)(10), an agency must
identify the economic and social impacts of a regulation, as well as its
benefits if "practicable. 2 84 While that provision limits the discussion to
economic and social impacts, the benefits that can be addressed are not
similarly limited, making it possible for an agency to discuss a rule's
environmental benefits on the RAF.
Two other requirements of section 745.5(a) are suggestive of
sustainable development. Subsections (a)(4) and (13) direct agencies to
analyze "direct and indirect costs to the Commonwealth" and to describe
their plans for continuous evaluation of a regulation's effectiveness. 85
The "indirect costs" language could be read to include the environmental
costs of a regulation, which, in conjunction with the suggested reading of
subsection (a)(10), could result in an agency addressing environmental
costs and benefits in addition to economic and social benefits. Even if an
agency does not interpret section 745.5(a) in this manner, the IRRC will
likely be apprised of a rule's environmental consequences by public
interest groups during the course of its deliberations. 8 6
Section 745.5(a)(13), the subsection that mandates an analysis of a

regulation.
(3) A statement of the need for the regulation.
(4) Estimates of the direct and indirect costs to the Commonwealth, to its
political subdivisions and to the private sector....
(5) A statement of legal, accounting or consulting procedures and additional
reporting, recordkeeping or other paperwork, including copies of forms or
reports, which will be required for implementation of the regulation and an
explanation of measures which have been taken to minimize these
requirements.
(7) A schedule for review of the proposed regulation, including the date by
which the agency must receive comments. ...
(9) An identification of the types of persons, businesses and organizations
which would be affected by the regulation.
(10) An identification of the financial, economic and social impact of the
regulation on individuals, business and labor communities and other public and
private organizations and, when practicable, an evaluation of the benefits
expected as a result of the regulation.
(11) A description of any special provisions which have been developed to
meet the particular needs of affected groups and persons, including minorities,
the elderly, small businesses and farmers.
(12) A description of any alternative regulatory provisions which have been
considered and rejected and a statement that the least burdensome acceptable
alternative has been selected.
(13) A description of the plan developed for evaluating the continuing
effectiveness of the regulation after its implementation.
284. Id. at (a)(10).
285. Id. at (a)(4), (13).
286. Telephone Interview with Mary S. Wyatte, supra note 267.
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rule's effectiveness, implies that agencies must establish a procedure to
gauge a rule's success. It is likely that an agency will develop
monitoring, information-gathering, and procedural protocols to comply
with this requirement. The provision can be construed to require
agencies to establish measurable goals for each regulation, and to be
prepared to make changes in the event that a rule is found to be
ineffective. Read in this manner, subsection (a)(13) suggests that an
agency engage in adaptive management, even if to a limited extent.
Although section 745.5(a)'s requirements for the RAF can be read
in a way that permits an agency to address the three E's and provide for
adaptive management, the language of that section in no way requires
that interpretation. For that reason, the section needs to be amended if it
is to be used as a means of codifying sustainability review.
The same is true of section 745.5(b), the section that provides the
criteria by which the IRRC reviews proposed regulations.
The
Commission must determine whether a rule is in the public interest, and
in doing so it considers criteria that are mandated on the RAF pursuant to
section 745.5(a). The IRRC first determines whether an agency has the
authority to promulgate
the proposed rule and whether the rule conforms
28
to statutory intent.

It then evaluates the economic impact of the rule
2828

by reviewing its direct and indirect costs. 2 88 The IRRC is further directed

to consider "[t]he protection of the public health, safety and welfare and
the effect on this Commonwealth's natural resources., 28 9 This is an
independent part of IRRC review, even though it is normally performed
with the assistance of the promulgating agency, 290 because it requires the
Commission to consider matters that are not required to be addressed on
the RAF under section 745.5(a).
Sections 745.5(a) and 745.5(b) establish the scope of agency
analysis and IRRC review.
Yet surprisingly, the RAF requests
information that is not mandated by the Act. The current version of the
form, which appears in the Appendix to this article, is heavily focused on
the costs and savings that a proposed rule imposes on the regulated
community and state and local governments.29' It specifically inquires
about the risks associated with non-regulation and requires proof that a
regulation's benefits outweigh its costs. It also requires agencies to
discuss the nonregulatory alternatives they considered along with costs.
Although section 745.5(a)(12) requires an agency to discuss the
regulatory alternatives it considered and to state that it selected the "least
287.

§ 745.5b(a).

288.

§ 745.5b(b).

289. Id. at (b)(2).
290.
291.

Telephone Interview with Mary S. Wyatte, supra note 267.
See infra app., at boxes 20-2 1.
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burdensome acceptable alternative," nowhere does that section direct
agencies to consider nonregulatory alternatives or to demonstrate that a
rule's costs are outweighed by its benefits. The RAF also asks an agency
to describe the compelling public interest that justifies its regulation,
while section 745.5(a)(3) merely requires a discussion of "the need" for
the regulation. 292 Further, the RAF inquires about communication with
and participation by the public,

293

asks whether the rule is more stringent

than federal standards, and inquires whether the rule will "put
Pennsylvania at a competitive disadvantage," concerns which are wholly
absent from sections 745.5 and 745.5(b).294
If these non-statutory inclusions on the RAF sound familiar, they
should. Their source is Executive Order 1996-1 .295 The current version
of the RAF was developed by the IRRC with input from the Governor's
office during the Ridge administration.296 Although it is understandable
that administration officials would want the directives of the executive
order to be followed, the RAF's request for information omitted from
section 745.5(a) is confusing. Executive Order 1996-1 contemplates a
separate, pre-drafting review of proposed regulations by the executive
branch which, when satisfactorily completed, authorizes an agency to
draft the rule. The RRA requires a second, post-drafting review by the
IRRC to be accomplished with the aid of the RAF. Two reviews are
contemplated, at two separate times, by two separate entities, requiring
the use of the RAF only for the later review.
The fact that the current RAF complies with both the Executive
Order as well as the RRA should not be interpreted to mean that the
IRRC has assumed the burden of ensuring agency compliance with the
Executive Order in addition to the RRA.2 97 Despite the RAF's request
for extra-statutory information, the IRRC's review is consistently
conducted in compliance with section 745.5(b).2 98
What's most
important is that regulatory review in Pennsylvania, as mandated by the
292. § 745.5 (a)(3).
293. Section 745.5(b) makes reference to a thirty day public comment period, but
otherwise makes no mention of public input. § 745.5(b).
294. See infra app., at box 25.
295. The following provisions of Executive Order 1996-1 are reflected in the RAF:
risks of non-regulation; compelling public interest; benefits outweighing cost; public
participation; non-regulatory alternatives; no more stringent than federal standards;
competitive disadvantage. See 26 Pa. Bull. 856.
296. Telephone interview with Mary S. Wyatte, supra note 267. The RAF was last
revised in 2001, as indicated in the lower left corner of the form's first page. See infra
app.
297. If so, the practice would be of questionable validity. The IRRC, a statutorily
created Commission, cannot expand the scope of its oversight function by analyzing
criteria that do not appear in section 745.5b.
298. Telephone Interview with Mary S. Wyatte, supra note 267.
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RRA and Executive Order 1996-1, addresses many key aspects of
sustainability, albeit without expressly using that term. With relatively
minor adjustments, this framework could be transformed into an efficient
process of sustainability review.299
A legislative strategy, in combination with the proposed executive
order, should attempt to make this transformation a reality. As
mentioned, the RRA presently requires an agency to disclose a rule's
economic and social impacts as well as the agency's procedures for
reviewing the effectiveness of the rule. In addition, the RRA requires the
IRRC to undertake some form of environmental review. The principles
of sustainability would be better served if section 745.5(a) was amended
to require an agency to complete a comprehensive sustainability analysis.
The content of the analysis should be consistent with the guidelines and
principles included in the proposed executive order, including a
requirement that directs agencies to select the most sustainable
alternative. Instead of requiring a RAF, a revised section 745.5(a) should
require the use of a "sustainability analysis form" (SAF). In this way,
the components of sustainability would be fully addressed by the agency
before a proposed rule is published.
The RRA should require the SAF to be presented to the IRRC for a
sustainability review, the scope of which should be consistent with the
agency sustainability analysis criteria. This would necessarily require
amending section 745.5(b), but the revision would be relatively
straightforward since it would direct the IRRC to review proposed
regulations based on criteria tied to sustainability. Importantly, other
provisions of the RRA would remain intact, although the number of
standing committees that are involved in any given rulemaking may
increase due to the broadened scope of review.
The proposed amendments would not obviate the need for predrafting review by the Governor's office which, as currently conducted,
serves the valuable purpose of focusing agencies in an efficient way
while bringing regulated entities into the process at an early stage.
However, because pre-drafting activities would be governed by the
proposed Executive Order on sustainability, they would necessarily need
to include all stakeholders, not merely regulatory targets, and focus on
the substantive goals of sustainable development.
Admittedly, the precise contours of pre-drafting and post-drafting
299. In order to avoid encroachment on the legislative function of the General
Assembly, the proposed executive order on sustainability should not mention the RRA,
the RAF, or the scope of IRRC review. Nevertheless, because one of the members of the
IRRC serves at the pleasure of the governor, the Order could instruct the governor's
representative to the Commission to be guided by the policies set forth in the Order. See
§ 745.4(a).
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review under the proposed executive order and statutory amendments
need to be more carefully drawn than they are here. Nevertheless, as
roughly described, the proposals would make sustainability an issue at
pre-drafting review, the earliest stage of administrative decision making.
The proposals would further streamline regulatory oversight in
Pennsylvania by making it consistent at each stage of the regulatory
process. The proposals' substantive changes would be the substitution of
the RAF analysis with a sustainability analysis, and a requirement that an
agency select the most sustainable regulatory or nonregulatory
alternative.
VI.

Conclusion

Pennsylvania's government and its citizens have come to appreciate
sustainable development and have shown a willingness to implement its
objectives. Both the Ridge and Rendell administrations have made
important advances in this regard. It is now time for Pennsylvania to
develop the legal tools to further the goals of sustainability in the
Commonwealth. Guided by current understandings of sustainability and
of the principles that will underlie sustainable development law,
Governor Rendell should issue an executive order committing
Pennsylvania to sustainability and mandating sustainability review by the
executive branch of government.
The executive order should be combined with a legislative strategy
to amend the RRA by codifying sustainability analysis by agencies with
independent sustainability review by the IRRC. If accomplished,
sustainability planning and programs touching on nearly every aspect of
Pennsylvania's commerce and culture will become a reality. Further,
this will be achieved in a streamlined fashion that builds upon a
regulatory framework that in many ways already addresses the key
components of sustainability.
Collateral projects to support this proposal should include continued
work on statewide indicators of sustainability, and development of
information gathering methodologies to ensure that progress for every
indicator can be measured. Information-sharing technologies to facilitate
the collaborative decision making demands of sustainability should also
be encouraged.
Pennsylvania is blessed with abundant and diverse natural
resources, a world-class academic community, and public servants and
citizenry who have heeded the call of sustainability.
Today's
Pennsylvanians as well as those of future generations stand to gain if
principles of economic, environmental, and social well-being are
simultaneously analyzed in the administrative decision-making process.
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The Commonwealth has the opportunity to become a leader in the field
of sustainability law by building upon meaningful work that has already
been completed and by working within existing institutions of
governance. It is time for state policy makers to make sustainability a
matter of Pennsylvania law.
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